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ABSTRACT
The withdrawal, discharge, and consumption of water, used in thermal power plant cool-
ing processes, is a leading driver of thermal pollution in waterways, and can contribute to
water allocation challenges. Conversely, the reliance of thermal generation on large amounts
of cooling water at suitable temperatures creates a vulnerability for individual power plants
and electricity grids. Recent droughts and heat waves have highlighted the tension between
thermal power plants and water resources, stimulating various research efforts.
Prior research work has largely focused on long term energy infrastructure choices to ame-
liorate the identified tensions. This dissertation addresses a gap in the literature by focusing
on challenges and solutions pertaining to existing infrastructure. Specifically, three contri-
butions are made. Firstly, a methodology for bridging electricity grid planning and water
resource management, during droughts and heat waves, is presented. This methodology is
novel in the literature as it takes into consideration power plant characteristics, the electric-
ity grid topology, reliability requirements, and the simultaneity of water constraints across
multiple power plants. Secondly, a strategy for hedging thermal power plant cooling water
risk with index insurance contracts is evaluated. Results show that linear index insurance
contracts can hedge the effect of cooling water temperature on power plant thermodynam-
ics, but cannot mitigate risk due to thermal pollution regulations effectively. Thirdly, the
economic efficiency of substitutes for power plant water consumption is considered. Results
show that water-saving substitutes are largely not cost-effective for thermal power plants,
and cannot be justified by reasonable water prices.
Overall, this dissertation leverages knowledge from multiple disciplines, to address policy
ii
and private sector challenges associated with thermal power plant water use, as necessitated
by the interdisciplinary nature of the problem.
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Thermal power plants require large volumes of water, withdrawn from rivers and reser-
voirs, to condense process steam. The thermal generation sector consequently represents the
largest withdrawals of freshwater in the United States [1]. This water dependence creates a
vulnerability of electric power systems to water disturbances, and creates conflict between
water resource management and thermal power plant operations.
The electricity-water nexus, as this coupling is often labeled, has been the subject of in-
creasing attention because of recent droughts and heat waves that have exposed the tensions
between water resources and thermal-dominated power systems in the United States and
abroad. It has been shown that the frequency of concurrent droughts and heat waves has
increased in the United States in the last 20 years, relative to the preceding 20-year period
[2]. These droughts and heat waves interact with thermal power plant operations in four
main ways. Firstly, low water levels coupled with high water temperatures, reduce the as-
similative capacity of rivers and lakes used as heat sinks, necessitating the curtailment of
power plants to protect aquatic ecosystems or, alternatively, the relaxing of temperature
regulations on power plant discharges causing thermal pollution. Secondly, elevated water
temperatures reduce power plant peak output and efficiency by raising the temperature of
the thermodynamic cycle heat sink. Thirdly, due to reduced reservoir levels, water volumes
might be inadequate to satisfy power plant demand necessitating power output curtailment
or water reallocations. Finally, if water temperatures exceed maximum intake temperatures
specified for nuclear power plants for safety reasons, the nuclear power plants are forced to
shut down or reduce output.
Figure 1.1 shows notable occurrences of three of these impacts between 2006 and 2012
[3] in the continental United States. The effect of elevated water temperatures on power
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Figure 1.1: Water availability and temperature conditions have affected thermal power
plant operations in the United States in recent years.
plant thermodynamic cycles is of smaller magnitude, albeit higher frequency, than the other
three effects and is therefore not widely reported. The events depicted in Figure 1.1 have
stimulated various research thrusts into the electricity water nexus. The breadth of con-
temporary work on the electricity-water nexus is elaborated in Chapter 2. The focus of the
bulk of this prior work has been on analyzing the important long-term planning challenges
pertaining to thermal power plant water impacts and vulnerabilities. Long-term solutions
focus on optimal electricity infrastructure choices. However, electricity infrastructure rep-
resents significant capital investments and is therefore slow-changing. Alongside long-term
solutions to electricity-water nexus challenges, it is necessary to develop near-term solutions
within the constraints imposed by existing infrastructure. This near-term perspective has
not received significant attention in the literature. With this motivation, the research pre-
sented in this dissertation seeks to contribute to the body of knowledge on electricity-water
nexus challenges with a focus on solutions that do not involve construction of new electricity
infrastructure. Specifically, three research questions are addressed:
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1. How can we make optimal decisions under hydrological drought and heat
wave conditions that minimize water impacts while ensuring electricity reliabil-
ity?
Hydrological droughts and heat waves affect multiple power plants simultaneously. Water
resource management decisions pertaining to individual power plants made during these pe-
riods must take into consideration the constraints and requirements of the electricity grid.
The water resource management decision focused on in this work is the granting of ther-
mal variances. Thermal variances are allowances granted to thermal power plants under
water-stressed conditions that permit them to temporarily exceed the temperature restric-
tions imposed on cooling water discharges for protection of local aquatic ecosystems. These
thermal variances are often justified as necessary for maintaining electricity reliability, par-
ticularly as heat waves typically cause an increase in electricity demand. However, current
practice lacks tools for the development of grid-scale operational policies that specify the
minimal thermal variances (in magnitude and number) required to ensure reliable electricity
supply.
To address this gap, a methodology is developed in this work for creating such policies that
considers characteristics of individual power plants, topology and constraints of the electric-
ity grid, and locations of power plants within the river basin. Conceptually, the operational
policies developed are similar to the widely used rule curves of reservoir management, as
optimal rules for different streamflow and temperature conditions are developed in advance,
with the goal that they be applied as ambient conditions evolve.
2. Are index insurance contracts suitable for hedging thermal power plant cool-
ing water risk?
Index insurance provides a means of hedging weather-dependent financial risk for various
industries. In contrast to indemnity weather insurance, where payouts are determined based
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on the actual damages caused by adverse weather, index insurance payouts are computed
from the value of an index based on a measured weather variable, or a variable closely re-
lated to weather, such as streamflow. By eliminating the expensive process of indemnity
determination, index insurance offers financial protection at a lower transactional cost than
traditional weather insurance, enabling cost-effective weather hedging for a wide variety of
industrial sectors.
Recent work in the water resources literature has studied the effectiveness of streamflow-
based index insurance as a hedging mechanism against water scarcity for hydropower pro-
ducers and water utilities, as well as lake level-based index insurance as a hedging mechanism
for commercial shipping. This prior work has demonstrated that through appropriate design
of indices and contract payout functions, index insurance can significantly reduce the vul-
nerability of these sectors to drought. Outside the water resources literature, applications
of weather index insurance contracts to the hedging of agricultural yield risk have also been
demonstrated to be effective.
The requirement for large volumes of cooling water at suitable temperatures exposes ther-
mal power plants to a weather-dependent financial risk. Index insurance that offers a low
cost means of hedging this financial risk could be beneficial for these power plants. To study
the suitability of this hedging strategy for thermal power plants, optimal temperature and
streamflow index insurance contracts were designed for two power plant archetypes in this
work. The reduction in risk offered by these contracts was evaluated alongside the associated
insurance costs. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the results to different thermal pollution reg-
ulations and fixed cost requirements was analyzed.
3. Are there economically-efficient substitutes for water consumption for exist-
ing thermal power plants?
The consumption of water by thermal power plant cooling processes has presented sev-
eral policy and resource allocation challenges in the recent past. Water reallocations that
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prioritized junior thermal power plant diversion rights over more senior agricultural rights,
in Texas in 2011, led to successful lawsuits against the water authority [4]. Low reservoir
levels in Wyoming in 2008 forced water authorities to allow power plants to obtain water
from sources typically dedicated to irrigation districts [5]. Regional governments in India
have faced pressure over prioritization of coal power plant water needs during droughts [6].
Extended drought and water rationing in Australia forced the curtailment of three large coal
power plants in 2007 pushing up national wholesale electricity prices [7].
Application of economics frameworks to water resource management can support optimal
allocation of scarce water between competing sectors for maximum social benefit. For an
individual water user, economics frameworks can enable clarification of tradeoffs between
water consumption and appropriate substitutes. The increasing frequency of water resource
management problems involving thermal power plants suggests a need for improved under-
standing of cooling water demand from an economics perspective.
A critical element of the economic analysis of water use is clarification of the cost-
effectiveness of alternatives to water consumption for a particular water user. This clar-
ification is necessary for an understanding of how the behavior of the water user would
change in response to changes in water prices. Discussions of the economic efficiency of
alternatives to water consumption for thermal power plants have focused on options that
are only practical for new power plants. The gap addressed in this work is consideration
of the economic efficiency of water consumption substitutes for existing power plants, and
thus determination of whether water pricing is a potential lever for reducing water demand
from existing thermal power plants. To address this question, long-run and short-run water
demand functions for thermal power plants were determined through production function
and mathematical programming methods. These demand functions were then used to assess
the economic tradeoffs between water use and two alternatives: efficiency improvement in
the long run, and power output curtailment in the short run.
The research conducted to address these research questions is documented in this disser-
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tation. Chapter 2 presents a review of the contemporary literature on the electricity-water
nexus, as well as background information relevant to the various research questions. The
research questions are addressed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Chapter 6 reiter-
ates some of the key conclusions from the research conducted. Supporting information for




2.1 Electricity-Water Nexus Literature
Numerous recent publications have examined the relationship between thermal power
plant cooling and water resources. Two research thrusts dominate the literature: (1) analy-
ses of the water footprint of thermal power plant cooling; and (2) analyses of the implications
of electricity supply choices on water resources. The water footprinting discussions bifur-
cate into two subtopics. The first subtopic focuses on water withdrawal and consumption
requirements of different power plants distinguished by fuel type, cooling system type, and
generation technology. Macknick et al.[8] conducted a meta-study that summarized pre-
vious literature estimates to establish ranges of per-kilowatt-hour water withdrawal and
consumption for different types of power plants. Peer and Sanders [9] determined power
plant-level water withdrawal and consumption, based on self-reported power plant data,
noting improvements in the accuracy of self-reported data since the Energy Information Ad-
ministration made changes to reporting methods. Rather than relying on empirical data,
Rutberg et al.[10] developed a generic heat balance power plant model that can be used
to estimate power plant water requirements using power plant efficiencies, fuel types, and
cooling system types. This model was used in the analyses presented in Chapters 3 and 5.
The second subtopic within the thermal power plant water footprinting literature focuses
on spatial resolution of water requirements. Within the United States, analyses of this nature
have examined the water demand for thermal power plant cooling at the state level in Texas
[11], California [12], and Illinois [13]. Nationwide studies that resolve water demands to the
river basin level have also been presented [5, 9]. Internationally, similar analyses have been
conducted for China [14], India [15], the United Kingdom [16], and globally [17]. Wang
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et al.[18] and Stillwell et al.[19] further examine the effects of thermal power plant water
requirements on the reliability of water supply for other users.
The second major research thrust has examined the implications of electricity supply
choices on water resources at different spatial scales. The electricity supply choices ex-
amined pertain to fuel types, cooling system types, and cooling water sources. Multiple
studies have examined the spatially-resolved effect of the expected shift towards generation
with lower greenhouse gas emissions (excluding nuclear power) on the water demand of the
electricity sector [16, 20–24]; natural gas and renewables reduce water demand, but car-
bon capture and sequestration would dramatically increase the water footprint of electricity
supply. Other studies have quantified the effect of transitions from once-through cooling
technology to recirculating cooling technology [13, 25, 26]; these transitions reduce water
withdrawal requirements significantly, but increase water consumption. The feasibility of
meeting power plant water demand with reclaimed water has also been evaluated [27, 28].
Beyond the two dominant research thrusts, researchers have studied the vulnerability of
existing power plants to water stress; where vulnerability is defined as the likelihood of
curtailment due to water-related constraints. These studies have focused on both present
climate [29–31], and projected future climate scenarios [32–34]. Efforts have been made
to analyze heat discharges into freshwater from once-through power plants; these analyses
have included spatial resolution of thermal discharges [35, 36], modeling of the fate of heat
discharged into river systems [37, 38], and assessment of impacts on aquatic species [39].
The bulk of prior work on the electricity-water nexus has only considered individual power
plants; however, Tidwell et al.[40] have integrated water constraints into a power transmis-
sion system planning optimization framework.
As noted in Chapter 1, the majority of these prior research contributions have focused on
long-term planning challenges, the solutions to which involve optimal infrastructure choices.
The studies that have not focused on long-term planning challenges have largely been assess-
ments of the status quo. Since power plants have long lifetimes, there is a need for solutions
to electricity-water challenges under the constraints of existing infrastructure. It is this gap
that motivated the research questions addressed in Chapters 3, 4, and 5.
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2.2 Electricity Grid Transmission Constraints, Reliability Considerations,
and Optimization
The electricity transmission network imposes constraints on the delivery of electric power
from generators to loads. The major transmission constraints pertain to bus voltages, trans-
mission line thermal limits, and stability. It is typical to constrain voltages at all network
buses to within ±5% of rated values to avoid operating problems [41]. Thermal limits are
imposed on transmission lines to minimize the risk of sagging due to thermal expansion [41]
and are typically expressed as power transfer or current ratings. Stability constraints are
a range of constraints imposed to ensure that the dynamic response of the power system
following a disturbance, such as a short circuit fault, does not cause a loss of power grid
controllability. Operation within these various power grid constraints is achieved by ad-
justing various power system controls, the most traditional of which are active and reactive
power outputs of generators, transformer tap ratios, and reactive power injected by capacitor
banks. Of these controls, cooling water constraints are only related to active power output.
The reactive power provided by a generator does not directly affect its water requirements;
however, there is a second order relationship between reactive power and water constraints,
resulting from the generator capability curve.
Electricity transmission grid elements, such as generators and transmission lines, occasion-
ally experience unplanned outages. Since electricity supply is of such critical importance,
it is essential that the grid is able to operate within the identified voltage, thermal, and
stability constraints, not only under base conditions, but also under contingency conditions
arising from generator or transmission line outages. Various operating standards are applied
to ensure the security of the power grid with respect to contingency conditions. A com-
monly applied standard is the N − 1 reliability criterion, which requires that the grid be
able to operate, within acceptable constraints, following the outage of any single element.
This standard is a bare minimum in real-time operations. On planning timescales, more
stringent reliability standards are often applied such as the N − 2 and N − 1− 1 standards,
which require that the grid be robust to simultaneous outages of any two elements, and
to consecutive losses of single elements, respectively. Since the power system can tolerate
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violations of the voltage, thermal, and stability constraints for limited periods of time, com-
pliance with these reliability standards is ensured through a combination of preventive and
corrective control actions [42]. Preventive control actions are actions taken before a con-
tingency occurs with the objective of ensuring that there will be no constraint violations in
the event of a contingency. Corrective control actions are actions taken when the grid is in
an emergency state, following the occurrence of a contingency, to restore normal operations.
The power grid reliability planning process involves analysis of the range of possible contin-
gencies and determination of preventive and corrective control actions necessary to ensure
reliable operation.
Electricity grid control actions, in service of reliability or some other objective, are de-
termined, and taken, on multiple timescales ranging from milliseconds to entire seasons.
Decisions pertaining to cooling water, such as thermal variances, are not meaningful on
sub-daily timescales; for example, in Illinois, power plants typically request and are granted
cooling water regulatory exemptions for periods of two weeks [43]. The appropriate decision-
making timescale for operational water challenges therefore ranges from weeks to months.
On these timescales it is necessary to ensure that the selected strategic planning decisions
leave the power grid with sufficient flexibility on shorter timescales to respond to contin-
gencies with preventive and corrective control actions. For example, a planning timescale
decision to shut down a baseload nuclear power plant due to cooling water constraints, could
be undesirable from a reliability perspective, even when there exists sufficient replacement
generation capacity, because it deprives a power system of spinning reserve necessary to
respond to disturbances on shorter timescales.
Optimization is widely used in electricity grid planning, to determine the setpoints of power
system controls such as the power outputs of individual generators. The Security Constrained
Optimal Power Flow (SCOPF) is a problem that seeks to optimize an objective function,
often cost, subject to transmission constraints, under base and contingency conditions, by
adjusting the power system controls. It enables the determination of necessary preventive
and corrective control actions. In its fullest form, it is a large scale, non-convex problem
that is challenging to solve. Often a linearized version, the DC-SCOPF, is solved instead
and used as part of an iterative procedure in which the control actions selected by the
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optimization, are used as input to detailed simulations that update the state of the system
and provide information used to generate additional constraints for the optimization, until
a satisfactory solution is obtained [44, 45]. On planning timescales, an iterative procedure is
also necessitated by the importance of ensuring that sufficient flexibility remains to respond
to contingencies on short timescales, which often requires a degree of operator heuristics. In
tackling the first research question outlined in Chapter 1, the DC-SCOPF was adapted with
an objective function that seeks to minimize environmental impact, measured as a function
of thermal variances.
Since power grid reliability planning processes take into consideration power plant outages,
a separate planning process for cooling water challenges, which are more likely to lead to
curtailment than full outages, might seem unnecessary. However, drought and heat wave-
induced challenges are unique in that they affect multiple power plants simultaneously. A
power grid reliability planning process for the purpose of dealing with droughts and heat
waves must capture the simultaneity of these challenges. Put another way, the cost functions
and constraints of the different power plants in the modified DC-SCOPF must be modeled
as correlated, not as independent. This approach is presented in Chapter 3.
2.3 Impact of Cooling Water Temperature on Power Plant Efficiency and
Peak Output
Elevated cooling water temperatures lower the efficiency and peak output of coal, nuclear,
natural gas combined-cycle, and, potentially, solar thermal power plants. This relationship
is a consequence of the thermodynamics of power generation in these types of power plants.
Figure 2.1a is a schematic of the Rankine Cycle, which is the process used to generate
electricity, using steam, in thermal power plants. High pressure steam generated in a boiler
is passed through a turbine across which the steam pressure drops. The steam is then
condensed in a condenser by discharging heat into cooling water. The condensed steam
is pumped back to its original pressure and reheated in the boiler to repeat the process.
The temperature of the cooling water determines the temperature T3 at which the steam
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Figure 2.1: Both the peak output and the efficiency decline with increased cooling water
temperature because the pressure p3 at the turbine exit increases with increased cooling
water temperature.
pressure and temperature of saturated water are thermodynamically linked. As p3 increases,
the efficiency and peak output of the generator both decrease. The dependence of efficiency
and peak output on cooling water temperature can be modeled using the thermodynamic
equations governing the Rankine Cycle. The output of such a model, developed in MATLAB,
is shown in Figure 2.1b, with the cooling water temperature varied from a typical summer
value of 23◦C to an extreme of 32◦C. The peak output is shown as a percentage of the peak
output at 23◦C. Although the decline in peak output by 2.5% may appear small, for a 1000
MW power plant, with an assumed wholesale electricity price of $30/MWh, the 2.5% decline
in peak output would equate to lost revenues of $18, 000/day. Similarly, assuming a fuel cost
of $15/MWh, a decline in efficiency from 0.32 to 0.3145 as shown in Figure 2.1b, increases
variable production cost of a 1000 MW power plant by nearly $20, 000/day.
Modeling the relationships depicted in Figure 2.1b requires various power plant parame-
ters, such as operating pressures and temperatures, condenser approach temperatures, steam
flow rates, and efficiencies of the various components depicted in Figure 2.1a. These param-
eters vary across different power plants, and are not widely published. In this work, use is
made of empirically determined-regression relationships relating these parameters to each
other, and to power plant output, for different types of power plants [36]. These parameters
are discussed in Appendix B.1.
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CHAPTER 3
MAINTAINING ELECTRIC GRID RELIABILITY UNDER
HYDROLOGIC DROUGHT AND HEAT WAVE CONDITIONS
3.1 Chapter Overview1
During droughts and heat waves, thermal power plants that discharge heated effluent
into rivers are often granted thermal variances permitting them to exceed the temperature
restrictions imposed on effluent for protection of local aquatic ecosystems. These thermal
variances are often justified as necessary for maintaining electricity reliability, particularly as
heat waves typically cause an increase in electricity demand. However, current practice lacks
tools for the development of grid-scale operational policies that specify the minimal ther-
mal variances required to ensure reliable electricity supply. Creating these policies requires
consideration of characteristics of individual power plants, topology and characteristics of
the electricity grid, and locations of power plants within the river basin. A methodology
for creating such policies that considers these necessary factors is developed in this chap-
ter. Conceptually, the operational policies developed are similar to the widely used rule
curves of reservoir management, as optimal rules are developed for different streamflow and
temperature conditions. The rules are conditioned on the ambient temperature, and the
first principal component of the ambient streamflow at the different power plant locations,
leveraging the statistical correlation that exists between streamflow conditions due to geo-
graphical proximity and hydrological connectedness. Heat dissipation in rivers and cooling
ponds is modeled using the equilibrium temperature concept. Optimal rules are determined
through a linear optimization with stochastic costs. The methodology is illustrated with a
representative electricity grid model of eight power plants in Illinois that were granted ther-
1The content of this chapter is published as W.N. Lubega & A.S. Stillwell (2018) Maintaining electric
grid reliability under hydrologic drought and heat wave conditions. Applied Energy (Special Issue on the
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Figure 3.1: A small scale illustrative example with (a) two power plants located along a
single river reach, that are part of (b) a nine-node power grid network.
mal variances in the summer of 2012. The methodology can facilitate cooperative decision
making between environmental agencies, power grid operators, and power plant operators
during drought and heat wave conditions.
3.2 Methodology
The methodology developed is best illustrated with a small scale example. Figure 3.1a
shows two once-through power plants, P1 and P2, along a river reach separated by a distance
x12. The ambient streamflow level is q, and the upstream stream temperature is T . The
two power plants are part of the power transmission network shown in Figure 3.1b. A third
power plant P3 is not affected by water constraints. Each of the power plants P1 and P2 has
a once-through cooling system, in which water is withdrawn from the river, passed through
the power plant condenser to absorb heat, and then discharged back into the river at a
higher temperature. Each power plant is allowed a mixing zone that extends a few tens
of meters downstream of the power plant outfall, and limits are placed on the temperature
at the edge of that mixing zone, that is Tedge should be less than a defined T
max
edge , which is
typically 32◦C. Under drought and heat wave conditions, the power plants might be granted
thermal variances, temporarily permitting them to exceed these temperature restrictions.
Mathematically, the thermal variance TV can be defined as follows:
TV = max(Tedge − Tmaxedge , 0) (3.1)
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A reasonable objective from a water resource management perspective during a drought
and heat wave, would be to minimize the thermal variances (TV ) that need to be granted to
the power plants to maintain power grid reliability. For the case of Figure 3.1, this objective





where: TVn = max(Tedgen − 32, 0) n = 1, 2
(3.2)
where x is the vector of decision variables for all the power plants (i.e., Pn, Teffn , qeffn ∀n).
The function f() could take a variety of forms depending on the policy objective. For
example, the function f() could be taken as a weighted sum of elements, with weights
selected to ensure protection of particularly vulnerable river segments; ecosystems in certain
watersheds in the Southeastern and Midwestern United States have been identified as being
particularly vulnerable to thermal pollution from thermal power plants [38]. Alternatively,
the L2 norm could be used as the objective function, an approach that would enforce a
degree of equity between power plants. Another approach of interest might be to minimize
the average or maximum value of the elements of TV. In this example, the L1 norm of the
vector TV is used as the objective function f().
The temperature at the edge of the mixing zone Tedgen for each power plant, can be related
to the power plant output P by Equation 3.3:
qeffn(Teffn − T−n ) =
HRn − 3600− βn
3600× cp ρ
× Pn × 1000 n = 1, 2 (3.3a)
Tedgen =
(0.25× q × T−n ) + qeffnTeffn
(0.25× q) + qeffn
n = 1, 2 (3.3b)
where, as shown in Figure 3.1a, qeffn and Teffn are the flow rate and temperature of the power
plant effluent, and T−n is the temperature of the water withdrawn by the power plant (T
−
1 is
equal to the upstream temperature T ). Equation 3.3a [10, 46] is a power plant heat-balance
model that relates the heat discharged into the cooling water to the power plant output Pn
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(MW), the power plant heat rate HRn (kJ/kWh), and the proportion of the power plant
heat input that leaves the plant through the flue gas βn (kJ/kWh). βn = 0 for a nuclear
plant because it has no flue gas. cp and ρ are the specific heat capacity and density of water
respectively, assumed to be constant over the range of operation of the power plant cooling
system. Equation 3.3b relates the power plant discharge (qeffn , Teffn) and ambient conditions
(q, T−n ) to the temperature at the edge of the mixing zone. Although this relationship is only
approximate, compliance with temperature limits is typically enforced with this compliance
equation rather than with direct measurement [47–50].
If the distance x12 is not large enough to ensure adequate heat dissipation, the influence
of heat discharged upstream by power plant 1 on T−2 , the temperature at the intake of power
plant 2, must be taken into account. The river exchanges heat with the atmosphere through
radiation, sensible heat transfer, and evaporation, and with the underlying bed through
conduction. The heat flux through the underlying bed can be neglected for daily or longer
time steps [51] and thus the focus in this work is only on exchanges with the atmosphere at the
surface. While each of the heat transfer processes at the surface can be modeled individually,
a convenient approximation is provided by the concept of an equilibrium temperature, Te,
and a thermal exchange coefficient, k, derived by Edinger et al.[52, 53]. The equilibrium
temperature is defined as the water surface temperature at which the rate of heat exchange
at the water surface would be zero. At all other water surface temperatures, the water surface
temperature is continually being driven towards this equilibrium temperature through heat
exchange with the atmosphere at a rate proportional to the difference between the water
surface temperature and the equilibrium temperature; the proportionality constant is the
thermal exchange coefficient. The equilibrium temperature and thermal exchange coefficient
are functions of air temperature, relative humidity, incident shortwave radiation, and wind
speed [53] (see Appendix A.1), and can be used to derive an exponential decay relationship
[53, 54] for the temperature along the river reach of Figure 3.1a:







where wq is the flow per unit width of the river, which can be expressed as a function of q
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for a particular river reach [55].
The electricity transmission network of Figure 3.1b imposes constraints on the delivery
of electric power from the three generators to the three loads. The two major transmission
constraints are voltage and thermal constraints. Voltage constraints are not considered
in this work, as there exist mechanisms to manage system voltages, that are not severely
affected by water constraints. Thermal constraints are specified for transmission lines to
minimize the risk of sagging due to thermal expansion [41]. These thermal constraints are
typically expressed as power flow limits:
Pl ≤ Pmaxl ∀l (3.5)
where Pl is the power flow along a transmission line l. Since voltage is not a significant
concern, the DC power flow approximation is used to model the relationship between the




Sl,n × Pn ∀l (3.6)
where Pn is the power injected at a node n (negative for power demand); and Sl,n is the
sensitivity of power flow along transmission line l to power injection at the node n, which is
derived from the power grid incidence matrix and characteristics of the individual transmis-
sion lines [45].
The thermal constraints in Equation 3.5 must be satisfied not only under normal operating
conditions, but also under contingency conditions due to failure of power system elements
such as transmission lines, transformers, or generators. It is prohibitively expensive and
computationally intractable to ensure resilience against all possible contingencies; instead,
resilience is ensured against a reduced set of statistically likely credible contingencies. A
commonly applied standard in this regard is that the system should be able to survive the
failure of any single element. This standard is referred to as the N − 1 reliability standard.






Scl,n × P cn ≤ Pmaxl ∀l, c ∈ C (3.7)
where C is the set of identified credible single contingencies. The outage of any transmission
line changes the topology of the network and thus the sensitivities Sl,n are modified to
contingency-specific sensitivities Scl,n.
Equations 3.2 through 3.7 constitute an optimization problem that can be solved with
the additional constraints of minimum/maximum power outputs Pminn ≤ Pn ≤ Pmaxn (for
n = 1, 2, 3), and maximum water withdrawal rates limited by intake pumps qeffn ≤ qmaxeffn
(for n = 1, 2).
The solution to the presented optimization problem is clearly dependent on: (1) char-
acteristics of the individual generators: HRn, βn , P
min/max
n , qmaxeffn ; (2) grid characteristics:
Pmaxl , Sl,n, S
c
l,n, and the power demands; (3) interplant distance x12; and (4) ambient hy-
drological (q, T ) and meteorological (k, Te) conditions.
For fixed generator and grid characteristics, and a fixed interplant distance, the solution
to the optimization problem provides optimal rules conditioned on the streamflow q, the
stream temperature T , and the meteorological conditions that determine the equilibrium
temperature and thermal exchange coefficient: the air temperature Ta, relative humidity
RH, net solar radiation Hr, and the wind speed u. Furthermore, the stream temperature
can be expressed as a function of air temperature [56]. Hence the rules can be conditioned
on streamflow q and on four meteorological variables: [Ta, Hr, RH, u]. In practice, the
optimal rules can be determined for different lower percentiles of streamflow (drought),
upper percentiles of air temperature (heat wave), and appropriate values of [Hr, RH, u], and
then used as operating guides for granting thermal variances as the drought and heat wave
conditions evolve.
As an illustration of the proposed approach, the simple case depicted in Figure 3.1 was
solved using reasonable assumed values for the different generator characteristics, grid char-
acteristics, the interplant distance, and the variables [q, Ta, Hr, RH, u]. The resulting power
output levels and required thermal variances are shown in Table 3.1. The example was set
up such that power plants 1 and 2 are identical except that β is larger for power plant
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Table 3.1: Optimal rules specifying power outputs (P ) and thermal variances (TV ) for the
power plants (PP) of the small scale example of Figure 3.1 conditioned on lower percentile
flows ([q30, q20, q10] = [45, 35, 25] m3s−1) and upper percentile air temperatures
([T 80a , T
90
a ] = [28, 30]
◦C) with RH = 50%, Hr = 270 Wm














1 124 0 124 0
2 76 1.2 76 1.6
3 100 - 100 -
q20
1 124 0 118 0
2 76 2 82 2.5
3 100 - 100 -
q10
1 110 0 97 0
2 90 3.3 103 3.8
3 100 - 100 -
1. Consequently, the optimization initially seeks to maximize the power contribution from
P1 and minimize the contribution from P2. P3 is always at its maximum capacity of 100
MW as it has no cost in the objective function. However, as streamflow levels reduce, and
temperature increases, the heated effluent from power plant 1 is not dissipated adequately
in the distance x12 (Equation 3.4) causing the optimal solution to have successively lower
contributions from P1 compensated for by higher contributions from P2. In fact, in the most
extreme case (q10, T 90a ), the optimal solution has P1 less than P2.
It is important to note that the power outputs in Table 3.1 are not generator dispatch
decisions, but rather should be thought of as average power levels that the individual power
plants should target over an extended period of time. The electricity load varies constantly
throughout the day, and generator outputs are varied continuously through power system
mechanisms operating on several time scales to match this varying load. In the United
States, these mechanisms typically involve markets in which independent power producers
compete to serve the constantly varying load. The derived rules in Table 3.1 are not meant to
replace these market activities, but rather, can support cooperative decision making between
independent power producers, electricity transmission systems operators, and environmental
regulators during drought and heat wave periods. Once optimal average power output targets
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are agreed upon, the power plants can be granted the thermal variances necessary for them
to operate at these output levels. They can then target these average power output levels
in their market participation.
3.3 Scaling the Methodology
The methodology presented in Section 3.2 is for a small-scale case with two once-through
power plants located along a single river reach. Scaling the methodology for large scale
applications, such as the case discussed in Section 3.4, requires consideration of additional
factors.
3.3.1 Cooling Ponds
In addition to power plants with once-through cooling systems, thermal variances are also
often granted to power plants with constructed cooling ponds, which might be designed in
a once-through or a recirculating configuration. Models relating the power output to the
thermal variance granted are therefore required.
Once-through Cooling Pond
In once-though cooling ponds (Figure 3.2), a constructed cooling pond serves as the mixing
zone for the power plant effluent. Regulations are enforced on the cooling pond discharge
temperature [57], TA in Figure 3.2. The temperature of the cooling pond discharge depends
on the temperature of the withdrawn water Tin, the heat discharged into the cooling pond,
and the heat dissipation as the water flows through the pond. Similar to the heat dissipation
along a river reach discussed in Section 3.2, the equilibrium temperature concept can be used
to model the heat dissipation in the once-through pond. Assuming that the pond is vertically
well-mixed, the temperature of the discharge can be determined using a first-order differential
equation relating the rate of heat loss to the rate of change of temperature. When solved,
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Figure 3.2: Once-through cooling ponds act as mixing zones for the power plant effluent.
Temperature regulations are enforced on the discharge from the cooling pond.






where A is the area of the pond surface and all other terms are as defined in Section 3.2.
The effluent temperature Teff , and water discharge rate qeff , can be related to the power
output by Equation 3.3a. Similar to Equation 3.1, the thermal variance for the once-through
cooling pond is then defined as TV = max(TA − TmaxA , 0).
Recirculating Cooling Pond
In contrast to a once-through pond, in a recirculating cooling pond (Figure 3.3), the power
plant also withdraws water from the cooling pond. Heat is dissipated by evaporation from
the cooling pond. To prevent build up of salts in the cooling pond, blowdown is discharged
periodically from the cooling pond and replaced with fresh make-up water. Typically, a
mixing zone is allowed for this blowdown in the receiving water body, with temperature
regulations enforced at the edge of this mixing zone.
Assuming that the recirculating cooling pond is fully mixed, the equilibrium temperature
can be used to determine the temperature of the pond and thus the temperature of the
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Figure 3.3: In recirculating cooling ponds, the cooling pond acts as both the water source
and the heat sink. Heat is dissipated by evaporation. The blowdown qbd is required to
prevent build-up of salts in the pond, and it is regulated as a thermal discharge. To
maintain a constant water level, the makeup is equal to the evaporation plus the blowdown.
loss to the atmosphere (kA(Tpond − Te)) is equal to the average rate of heat discharge into
the cooling pond by the power plant [52, 58]:
Tbd = Tpond =
(HR− 3600− β)× P × 1000
kA
+ Te (3.9)
where A is the area of the pond surface and all other terms are as defined in Section 3.2.
The temperature at the edge of the mixing zone can then be determined using Tbd, qbd, and
Equation 3.3b [59, 60]. qbd can be taken as the average blowdown rate from the power plant’s
discharge permit. The thermal variance is then defined using Equation 3.1.
Linear Approximation of Cooling Pond Models
A subtle feature of the presented cooling pond models that merits consideration is that
the equilibrium temperature and the thermal exchange coefficient are not independent of
the power plant output. Both the equilibrium temperature and thermal exchange coefficient
are dependent on the slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve, s (Equation A1), which is
itself a function of the average temperature of the once-through pond or recirculating pond
(Equation A2). For both types of cooling ponds, this average temperature depends on the
heat discharged into the cooling pond, and thus on the power output of the generator. Hence,
under a given set of meteorological conditions (Hr, Ta, RH, u), the equilibrium temperature
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Figure 3.4: Under a given set of hydrological and meteorological conditions, the
relationship between the power output and the appropriate temperature ((a) pond exit for
once-through pond, and (b) blowdown temperature for recirculating pond) can be
approximated with a linear fit.
and thermal exchange coefficient are dependent on the power output.
Figure 3.4a shows the relationship between power output and the pond exit temperature
TA for a once-through cooling pond at a sample power plant, when the power plant output
is varied from its minimum capacity to its maximum capacity, with qeff held constant. For
each level of power output, TA is determined by iteratively solving Equations 3.3a, 3.8, A1,
and A2, starting with an initial guess of the average pond temperature. The model output
is shown for different values of air temperature and relative humidity; wind speed and solar
radiation were held constant. While the relationships in Figure 3.4a are not linear, linear
approximations create maximum errors of less than 0.25◦C over the range of operation of
the power plant, with R2 values of approximately 0.992 for the linear fits shown. Figure
3.4b shows the relationship between power output and the blowdown temperature for the
same power plant, but modeled with a recirculating cooling pond. In this case, the linear
fits are even more accurate, with R2 values of approximately 0.998. For both types of
cooling ponds, the linear approximations do not introduce a large error because the slope of
the vapor pressure curve does not vary greatly over small temperature ranges [52]. Linear
approximations relating the power output to the relevant pond temperature of the following
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form can therefore be constructed:
TA = a(ω) + b(ω)× P (for once-through ponds) (3.10a)
Tbd = a(ω) + b(ω)× P (for recirculating ponds) (3.10b)
where ω = [Ta, RH,Hr, u] is the vector of relevant meteorological variables at the power
plant location. The coefficients a(ω) and b(ω) are unique to each power plant because of
differences in power plant and cooling pond characteristics. In reality, power plant cooling
ponds will likely fall between the two idealizations of full-mixing used to model the recir-
culating case and plug flow used to model the once-through case. However, given that the
linear approximations are reasonable for these two extremes, linear models could similarly
be fitted to less idealized models developed and calibrated with site-specific data. The linear
approximations of Equation 3.10 can readily be incorporated into a large-scale optimization
procedure.
Equation 3.10a is for a fixed water withdrawal rate qeff . The water withdrawal rate
is a decision variable that the power plant can vary over a limited range to control the
temperature at the pond exit. However, it is clear from the form of Equation 3.8 that it
would always be advantageous to fix qeff at its maximum value to minimize the pond exit
temperature.
3.3.2 Spatial Distribution of Power Plants
The rules developed in Section 3.2 are conditioned on the hydrological and meteorological
conditions at a single location. In reality, power plants are not located along a single river
reach, but rather, are spatially distributed on different river reaches within a larger river
basin as shown, for example, in Figure 3.5. Application of the developed methodology
therefore requires that the rules be conditioned on representative indices of the hydrological
and meteorological conditions in the area under study.










Figure 3.5: Power plants are not located along a single river reach but are spatially
distributed in a river basin.
streamflow at the different power plant locations. The optimal rules are then conditioned
on suitable percentiles of this leading mode. The principal components technique could
be applied to the meteorological variables in addition to streamflow; however, the focus is
only on streamflow in this section for clarity of description. Additionally, in the case study
later discussed in Section 3.4, it was found that the variation in the relevant meteorological
variables over the geographical footprint of the affected power plants was sufficiently small
that a single representative value could be applied to all sites. In the remainder of this
section, it is assumed that a single leading mode captures all the relevant information about
streamflow conditions at all seven locations of Figure 3.5. However, if there are multiple
leading modes, the optimal rules can be conditioned on appropriate combinations of the
percentiles of all these leading modes. As long as the number of leading modes is significantly
lower than the number of power plant locations, the principal components approach greatly
reduces the dimensionality of the problem.
The leading mode of streamflow in the basin depicted in Figure 3.5 is defined as ξq. The
objective is to develop optimal rules, similar to those developed in Table 3.1, conditioned
on the low flow percentiles of ξq and relevant percentiles of the meteorological variables
Ta, RH,Hr, and u. However, since some information is lost when principal components
analysis is used for dimensionality reduction, ξq only provides probabilistic information about
the streamflow conditions at the seven locations in Figure 3.5. That is, given a value of
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ξq, the values of q1 through q7 cannot be determined exactly, but rather a random vector
Q = [Q1, . . . ,Q7] can be determined, where Qi is a random variable describing streamflow




E [f(TV(x,Q, Ta, RH,Hr, u))] (3.11)
where, as in Equation 3.2, x = [Pn,Teffn ,qeffn ] is the vector of decision variables for all
the power plants, and f() is a function of the thermal variance vector that returns a scalar
(such as the L1 or L2 norm as discussed in Section 3.2). TV has explicitly been written
as TV(x,Q, Ta, RH,Hr, u) in Equation 3.11 to emphasize the dependence of the thermal
variance vector on the power plant decision variables and the ambient hydrological and
meteorological conditions. Note that for any given power plant decisions and meteorological
conditions, TV is a random vector because of its dependence on the random vector Q.
Therefore f(TV) is a random variable, the expected value of which is minimized in Equation
3.11.
A solution to Equation 3.11 can be approximated for each value of ξq as follows. A
large ensemble of streamflow vectors {Q1, . . . ,Qj, . . . ,QJ} (where Qj is a sample from the
random vector Q) corresponding to ξq is generated by bootstrapping the other principal
components, and rotating back to the original variable space. The expected value taken







f (TV(x,Qj, Ta, RH,Hr, u)) (3.12)
where the minimization is solved subject to the power plant and power grid constraints as
in Section 3.2.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1 Illinois Case Description
The approach introduced in Section 3.2, modified as a stochastic optimization as presented
in Section 3.3.2, and employing the cooling pond models of Section 3.3.1, was applied to
eight power plants in the state of Illinois (Figure 3.6), seven of which received thermal
variances in the summer of 2012 [43]. These power plants are listed in Table 3.2 with their
associated fuel types, cooling system types, minimum stable power outputs, and maximum
power outputs taken from Energy Information Administration (EIA) data [61, 62]. In the
absence of plant-specific data for substitution into Equation 3.3a, average heat rates for
nuclear and coal power plants taken from the EIA [63] were used, while the value of β for
the coal power plants was taken as 12% of HR; i.e., it is assumed that 12% of the input
heat escapes through the flue gas [10]. The nuclear power plants in Table 3.2 have β = 0 as
discussed in Section 3.2.
To demonstrate the methodology, the IEEE 24-bus reliability test system [64], which is
widely used as a benchmark for power system reliability evaluation studies, was scaled and
used as a representative surrogate for the actual electricity grid topological data. The power
plants were assigned to different generator nodes in the 24-bus test system. Although PP1,
PP2, and PP3 are distinct generating units, they were treated as one larger unit for the
purpose of this analysis due to shared ownership, joint application for thermal variances as
a single entity in the past [43], and the fact that their individual NPDES permits reference
the same point as the edge of their respective mixing zones. The other power plants in the
test system were assumed to have no water constraints. The IEEE 24-bus test system has
38 transmission lines, all of which were included as credible contingencies for this example.
Daily average streamflow records for the period 1988/6/24 to 2015/1/17 were retrieved for
each of the power plants that have once-through cooling or recirculating cooling ponds from
appropriate United States Geological Survey (USGS) gauges. From this dataset, 14-day
moving averages were computed for each site, logarithms taken, and a principal components












Figure 3.6: The presented methodology was applied to a case study of power plants in
Illinois that were granted thermal variances in the summer of 2012.
Table 3.2: Fuel and cooling types, and min/max outputs for illustrative example (OTC =











PP1 Will County Coal OTC 180 510
PP2 Joliet 9 Coal OTC 95 314
PP3 Joliet 29 Coal OTC 240 1036
PP4 Dresden Nuclear OTCP 300 1779
PP5 Braidwood Nuclear RCP 1316 2330
PP6 La Salle Nuclear RCP 265 2772
PP7 Hennepin Coal OTC 105 284







































































Figure 3.7: (a) Strong correlations are observed between the natural logarithms of the
14-day average streamflows at all sites, and between each site and the first principal
component. No streamflow is reported for PP4 because the once-through cooling pond
discharge temperature is not affected by ambient streamflow (Section 3.3.1). (b) Nearly
perfect correlations are observed between the 14-day average temperatures at the different
sites. A single meteorological station is used for PP4 and PP5 because of their
geographical proximity.
distribution approximately normal as recommended for applications of principle components
analysis [65]. The number of leading modes to retain was determined by consideration of
Kaiser’s criterion [66], and the cross-validatory procedure of Wold [67]. On the basis of
these tests, the first principal component, which accounts for 90.4% of the variance in the
streamflow was retained as the leading mode. Previous applications of principal components
in multisite streamflow simulation and forecasting have used variance thresholds of between
80% and 90% for selecting the number of principal components to retain [65, 68]. The
suitability of the first principal component for describing the streamflow conditions at the
five power plant locations was further evaluated with a separate validation dataset. The first
five panels of Figure 3.8 show the natural log of flows reconstructed from the first principal
component alone, plotted against the natural log of the actual flows, for this validation
dataset. For visual reference, the 45◦ line, on which all points would lie for a perfect model,
is shown in each subplot. It can be seen that the errors are low and homoscedastic for all
sites, and there is no evidence of model bias. The root mean square errors range from 0.12
to 0.32 as shown in Figure 3.8. When the natural logarithms of the flows are converted back
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Figure 3.8: The low root mean square errors suggest that the first principal component
conveys adequate information about the streamflow at the five different locations.
to streamflows, as shown in the 6th panel of Figure 3.8 for the site with the lowest model
fidelity (PP1/2/3), it is observed that the errors are magnified at higher flows as expected,
but are still low at the lower percentile flow levels for which the model is being applied.
The Nash-Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficients when the natural logarithms of the flows are
converted back to the flows for the five sites are 0.70, 0.85, 0.95, 0.94 and 0.88 respectively.
Meteorological data were obtained from two sources. Summer daily average air temper-
ature data were obtained for the period 1997/06/01 to 2012/08/31, for each of the power
plants from appropriate stations in the Global Historical Climatology Network (GHCN).
The correlations in the 14-day moving average air temperatures at the five different loca-
tions (shown in Figure 3.7b) are very high (≥ 0.96), as expected, given the limited change
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in elevation over the geographical footprint of Figure 3.6. The principal components tech-
nique used for streamflow could be used for the air temperature, but due to high correlation
observed, a common temperature was applied to all sites. Relative humidity, solar radia-
tion, and wind speed data were taken from the Water and Atmospheric Resources Monitoring
(WARM) program of the Illinois State Water Survey [69]. Due to the geographical proximity
of the power plants with cooling ponds (PP4, PP5, and PP6 in Figure 3.6) and the relative
sparsity of the WARM network, average summer values for a single location were used in
this study. The average summer values were determined as Hr = 253.2 Wm
−2, RH = 77%,
and u = 2.7 ms−1.
Finally, inlet and upstream water temperatures were modeled as functions of air temper-





where Tw and Ta are the water and air temperature respectively, both in
◦C. The parameters
α, β, and γ were determined using a nonlinear least squares regression of 14-day moving
average water temperature data from appropriate USGS temperature probes against the
corresponding air temperature data for each site.
3.4.2 Optimization Output and Discussion
Table 3.3 shows the thermal variances (rounded to the nearest tenth of a degree) required
for relevant hydrological and meteorological conditions. As expected, larger thermal vari-
ances are required as conditions become drier and hotter. In contrast to Table 3.1, the
rules in Table 3.3 are conditioned on inter-percentile ranges rather than on individual per-
centiles. For example, the thermal variances in the top left cell will be applied as long as
ξ20q ≤ ξq ≤ ξ30q and T 70a ≤ Ta ≤ T 80a . If conditions worsen, such that the principal component
of the 14-day average streamflow lies in the range ξ10q ≤ ξq ≤ ξ20q , but the temperature range
is unchanged, the thermal variances corresponding to the new cell will be applied. The rules
corresponding to a particular cell in Table 3.3 are determined by generating an ensemble of
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Table 3.3: Optimal thermal variance rules corresponding to lower inter-decile ranges of the
leading mode of the streamflow ([ξ0q − ξ30q ]) and upper inter-decile ranges of the air
temperature ([T 70a −T 100a ]). The solar radiation, relative humidity and wind speed were held
at the determined summer average values of 253.2 Wm−2, 77%, and 2.7 ms−1 respectively.
T 70a − T 80a T 80a − T 90a T 90a − T 100a
TV(◦C) TV(◦C) TV(◦C)
ξ20q − ξ30q
PP1/2/3 0 0 0.5
PP4 0 0.1 0.7
PP5 0.8 1.4 2
PP6 0 0 0
PP7 0 0.1 0.1
PP8 0.2 0.3 0.5
ξ10q − ξ20q
PP1/2/3 0 0.1 0.5
PP4 0 0.1 1
PP5 1.3 2 2.6
PP6 0 0 0
PP7 0 0.1 0.1
PP8 0.3 0.4 0.9
ξ0q − ξ10q
PP1/2/3 0.1 0.2 0.5
PP4 0 0.2 2
PP5 2.8 3.4 4
PP6 0.1 0.1 0.1
PP7 0.1 0.3 0.3
PP8 0.3 0.7 0.6
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Table 3.4: As conditions become more extreme, the buffer provided by cooling ponds causes
the power plants with cooling ponds to be favored over the once-through power plants.
Least Extreme Most Extreme
PP P(MW) TV(◦C) P(MW) TV(◦C)
1/2/3 1389 0 1096 0.5
4 415 0 642 2
5 1970 0.8 2330 4
6 2772 0 2772 0.1
7 284 0 249 0.3
8 615 0.2 446 0.6
hydrological and meteorological conditions corresponding to range of ξq and Ta values for
each cell, and then minimizing the expected value of Equation 3.12 over this ensemble. The
width of the inter-percentile ranges on which the rules are conditioned is a policy decision
that must balance the need to minimize disruption to power plant operations, with the need
to minimize thermal pollution; if the ranges are too narrow, the power plant thermal vari-
ances will change too frequently, but if the ranges are too wide, power plants will be granted
larger thermal variances than are actually required to maintain grid reliability.
A greater understanding of the optimal rules of Table 3.3 can be obtained by considering
the power outputs corresponding to these thermal variances. Table 3.4 shows the power
outputs for the generators corresponding to the rules for two cases from Table 3.3: the least
extreme case ([ξ20q − ξ30q ], [T 70a −T 80a ]) and the most extreme case ([ξ0q − ξ10q ], [T 90a −T 100a ]). As
conditions become more extreme, the optimal power output of the power plants with cool-
ing ponds increases while the output of the once-through plants decreases. This tendency is
because of the large mixing zone provided by the pond in the case of the power plant with a
once-through pond (PP4), and the small flow rate of the blowdown relative to the ambient
streamflow, in the case of the power plants with recirculating cooling ponds (PP5 and PP6).
Power output from PP6 is, in fact, at its maximum value under all conditions; PP6 is favored
over PP5 because PP5 is on a smaller tributary than PP6 (Figure 3.6), and thus the blow-
down from PP5 has a greater effect on the temperature at the edge of its mixing zone. In all
cases, as expected, the optimization fixes the power outputs of the generators not affected
by the water constraints at their maximum levels. The relevance of the N − 1 reliability
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Table 3.5: Reliability considerations cause increased thermal variances because more power
is required from the affected generators to satisfy contingency line flow constraints.
With Contingency Without Contingency
PP P(MW) TV(◦C) P(MW) TV(◦C)
1/2/3 1096 0.5 973 0.1
4 642 2 300 0.7
5 2330 4 2330 4
6 2772 0.1 2772 0.1
7 249 0.3 192 0.1
8 446 0.6 399 0.4
Slack 1010 N/A 1579 N/A
constraint of Equation 3.7 can be demonstrated by comparing the results of Tables 3.3 and
3.4 with the results when the contingency constraint is not included. Table 3.5 compares
the results for the most extreme case ([ξ0q − ξ10q ], [T 90a − T 100a ]) with and without contingency
constraints. Also shown is the power output from the designated slack generator of the
IEEE test system. Excluding the contingency constraints causes lower thermal variances
because the outputs of the affected generators can be reduced with compensation provided
by increased output from the slack generator. When contingency constraints are included,
transmission line power flow constraints under contingency conditions become binding, caus-
ing larger power outputs from the affected generators. N − 1 reliability constraints tend to
cause output to be more distributed among generators in power grid optimization studies.
Although the linear DC power flow simplification is widely used in the electric power in-
dustry and has been demonstrated to effectively capture transmission constraints for systems
of different scales [70], in practice it would be necessary to check that the power outputs and
thermal variances of Tables 3.3 and 3.4 do not violate power plant or power grid constraints
when a full nonlinear AC power flow analysis is conducted. It is further necessary to ensure
that the optimal grid configuration satisfies dynamic stability constraints, and to include
generator contingencies in addition to the transmission line contingencies included in this
work. Finally, it would be of interest to consider the grid operating cost implications of the
rules of Table 3.3, to determine whether the resulting system costs are acceptable relative
to the costs that would result from a normal economic dispatch. The results of the analysis
presented here provide a starting point for these additional analyses; the linear optimization
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approach developed in this analysis can be solved relatively quickly and thus can readily be
incorporated into an iterative procedure, with each successive iteration including additional
linearized constraints revealed by these detailed analyses.
3.4.3 Model Limitations
Figure 3.9 summarizes the steps involved in the methodology developed in this paper. The
central objective of the model developed was to provide an estimate of the relevant regulated
temperature at the individual power plant locations given ambient meteorological conditions,
a representative index of basin streamflow conditions, and the power output of the power
plants. An optimization framework is then used to adjust power plant output levels so as to
minimize thermal variances granted to the power plants, given constraints on the power grid.
The three steps shown in Figure 3.9 introduce various potential sources of error that merit
further discussion. The streamflow reconstruction and linearization steps introduce minimal
error as discussed in Sections 3.4.1 and 3.3.1 respectively. The limiting factor in overall
model accuracy is the error introduced by the the power plant and cooling system models.
In the once-through power plant case (Section 3.2), Equation 3.3b is only an approximation
of the true temperature at the edge of the mixing zone. However, this approximation is
defined in the power plant NPDES permits and is used to regulate power plant discharges
[47–50]. From a discharge regulation perspective therefore, the approximation of Equation
3.3b is more relevant than the true temperature at the edge of the mixing zone. In contrast,
for power plants with cooling ponds, actual pond temperatures are continuously measured
for compliance with discharge temperature regulations. In the absence of site-specific models
calibrated with actual data, the equilibrium temperature models presented in Section 3.3.1
were used as an approximation. In previous work, equilibrium temperatures models have
been found to have root mean square errors in the range 1◦C to 1.5◦C [51, 71]; which is
significant relative to the thermal variances granted to power plants. More detailed cooling
pond mixing models are therefore required for application of the presented methodology;




























Figure 3.9: The developed methodology is broken down into three steps (gray boxes) which
present varying sources of error (ε1, ε2, ε3). The streamflow reconstruction and linearization
steps introduce minimal error, while the power plant an cooling system modeling steps
reveal areas in need of more site-specific models.
3.5 Policy Implications
The current practice during droughts and heat waves is for individual power plants to
submit requests for thermal variances to the relevant state environmental agency. These
requests are typically submitted when exceedance of thermal limits is imminent, and the
environmental agencies rarely, if ever, deny requests [43, 72]. This reactionary management
approach is suboptimal in a number of ways. There is no structured communication between
power grid operators and environmental agencies to determine which power plants must be
given thermal variances to maintain electric grid reliability, or to determine the magnitude of
thermal variances required by these power plants. Furthermore, the federal EPA has noted
that this reactionary process is potentially in violation of the Clean Water Act specifically
with regard to public hearing requirements for changes in water quality standards [72].
Thirdly, it has been argued that thermal variances constitute anticompetitive subsidies to
thermal power plants [72].
The methodology presented in this analysis facilitates a transition from the prevailing
reactive management approach to a proactive management approach that addresses the
identified shortcomings. The methodology inherently addresses the issue of determining
the minimal number and magnitude of thermal variances necessary from an overall power
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system perspective. The shared language provided by the model allows for input from,
and discussion between, power plant operators, power grid operators, and environmental
agencies, thus overcoming the barriers of difference in discipline and perspective among
these actors. The development of the optimal rules of Table 3.3 could be integrated into
regular power grid seasonal capacity planning as standard practice, or when necessitated by
forecasted extreme conditions. Development of the rules in advance, rather than reactively
granting thermal variances, ensures transparency and allows for adherence to the regulatory
procedures pertaining to changes in water quality standards. Furthermore, rules developed
in advance are straightforward for the relevant environmental agency to apply, and minimize
uncertainty and associated financial risk for the various power system participants.
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CHAPTER 4
HEDGING THERMAL POWER PLANT COOLING WATER RISK
WITH INDEX INSURANCE CONTRACTS
4.1 Chapter Overview1
Extended periods of low streamflows and high temperatures stress cooling operations at
large thermal power plants. These conditions can limit these power plants’ output due to
thermal pollution regulatory limits and the effect of elevated cooling water intake tempera-
ture on the thermodynamic power generation cycle. The financial impact of this curtailed
power output is particularly problematic as large thermal power plants typically have high
fixed and capital costs. Index insurance contracts could provide a transparent and low cost
means of reducing the financial risk of large thermal power plants to cooling water con-
straints under drought and heat wave conditions. In this chapter, index insurance contracts
conditioned on cumulative streamflow and temperature indices for once-through cooling and
cooling lake power plant archetypes are designed. The primary risk measure adopted is the
semivariance of revenue below a target level. The analysis demonstrates that temperature
insurance based on a cumulative average temperature index can almost perfectly mitigate
the effect of elevated cooling water temperatures on the thermodynamic cycle of the once-
through cooling power plant archetype at a cost of approximately 0.02% of average revenues.
The same index can be used to hedge risk for the cooling lake power plant archetype, but with
lower efficacy. However, both temperature and streamflow insurance contracts are shown to
not be suitable for reducing the curtailment risk due to thermal pollution regulations for the
once-through power plant. The curtailment risk due to thermal pollution regulations is not
reliably captured by linear streamflow and temperature indices.
1The content of this chapter has been submitted to Water Resources Research.
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4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Power Plant and Cooling System Archetypes: Models and Data
The effectiveness of index insurance contracts as hedging mechanisms was studied for two
power plant and cooling system archetypes: a power plant with a cooling lake and a power
plant that utilizes a once-through cooling system. The cooling lake and once-through cooling
archetypes studied in this work are based on the Clinton Power Station and Quad Cities
Generating Station, both nuclear power plants in Illinois.
The Clinton nuclear power plant and associated cooling lake in central Illinois, is shown
schematically in Figure 4.1. With power plants that use cooling lakes, elevated air temper-
atures increase the temperature of inflows to the lake and reduce dissipative sensible heat
fluxes across the cooling lake surface. These effects raise the overall temperature of the cool-
ing lake, and therefore the cooling water intake temperature. This challenge is exacerbated
when lake levels are low due to reduced lake inflows, as the volume of water available to
absorb power plant waste heat is reduced, and temperatures are therefore further increased.
To model the Clinton cooling lake, a surrogate neural network model was fitted to a pre-
viously developed hydrodynamic and water temperature HEC-RAS model of the lake [73];
the surrogate model offers increased computational speed relative to the HEC-RAS model,
enabling analysis of the system under a range of meteorological and hydrological forcing
conditions. A discussion of the fit of the neural network surrogate model is provided in
Appendix B.2.
In contrast, power plants that utilize once-through cooling such as the Quad Cities power
plant, do not have any feedback between the heat discharged by the power plant and the
temperature of the water source, as the water source is a free-flowing river (Figure 4.2a). The
primary constraining effects of low stream flows and elevated stream temperatures on power
plant operations pertain to the thermal pollution regulations placed on the power plant’s
discharge. In the case of the Quad Cities power plant, these regulations take the form of
a temperature monitoring curve, defined in the power plant’s discharge permit [74], which

















Figure 4.1: The Clinton nuclear power plant uses Clinton Lake as a recirculating cooling
lake. The power plant withdraws cooling water from the North Fork, discharges the heated
effluent into the Upper Salt Fork, and recirculates the cooling water through the Lower
Salt Fork to dissipate heat. Downstream discharges at the base of the Lower Salt Fork are
controlled by a dam rating curve.
temperature conditions. This temperature monitoring curve is most succinctly depicted as
a contour plot (Figure 4.2b).
In the absence of detailed information on the layout and system parameters for either
power plant, the power plant layouts were approximated as single-turbine Rankine cycles
with saturated steam conditions, and the system parameters are estimated using regression
relationships developed for nuclear power plants [36]. The thermodynamic model is a sim-
plification of the actual power plant configurations, but captures the physics underlying the
effect of cooling water intake temperature on peak power plant output. Additionally power
plant parameters were selected to approximate the capacities of the real power plants at
the modeled locations to ensure that modeled heat loads to the receiving water bodies are
realistic. A summary of model parameters for both power plants is provided in Appendix
B.1.
The analysis required synthetic time series of air temperature and streamflow conditions
for both power plants, as well as additional meteorological forcings for the model of the
cooling lake, specifically, relative humidity, wind speed, cloud cover, shortwave radiation,
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(b) Temperature Monitoring Curve
Figure 4.2: The Quad Cities power plant is a once-through power plant (a), with a
temperature monitoring curve (b) that defines maximum dischargeable heat in megawatts
(MW) for each combination of ambient streamflow and stream temperature conditions.
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analysis were generated using a stochastic weather generator [75, 76] calibrated with data
from the Bondville Ameriflux site and Chicago O’Hare Airport meteorological station for
the Clinton and Quad Cities sites, respectively. Streamflow time series were generated using
a synthetic daily streamflow generator [77, 78] calibrated using data from the USGS gauges
on the Sangamon River at Fisher, Illinois for the Clinton location, and the Mississippi River
at Clinton, Iowa for the Quad Cities location. Validation of the synthetically generated
streamflow and air temperature conditions is reported in Appendix B.3. Weekly average
stream temperatures were estimated from air temperatures using the nonlinear regression
model of Mohseni et al.[56]. A total of 500 summer sequences (June 1st to August 31st)
of meteorological and hydrological forcings representing a range of summer conditions were
generated for the analysis presented in this chapter. The synthetic hydrological and meteo-
rological time series were coupled to create 500 scenarios for analysis using a latin hypercube
sampling procedure [79] to preserve observed correlations between seasonal average temper-
atures and streamflows, consistent with prior analyses on the effect of droughts on power
systems [80]. Negative correlations were expected between seasonal average temperatures
and streamflows in the historical record; however, due to the limited historical streamflow
records at both locations (≤ 28 years), the correlations were found to not be significantly
different from zero. Therefore, the correlations in the generated scenarios were fixed to zero.
Analyses conducted with assumed negative seasonal correlations show that the main results
discussed in Sections 4.3 are not significantly affected (see Appendix B.4). The 500 generated
scenarios were randomly split into two groups: 300 scenarios were used as a design dataset
to determine the index insurance contract specifications, and 200 scenarios were used for
evaluation of the designed contracts on an independent dataset.
Both types of power plants can be optimized in response to hydrological and meteorolog-
ical forcing conditions. This operational flexibility was modeled for the Quad Cities power
plant by maximizing power generated by the Rankine cycle, subject to constraints on heat
discharge specified by the temperature monitoring curve in Figure 4.2b. The Clinton power
plant and cooling lake form a coupled system that can be optimized in response to hydro-
logical and meteorological forcings to maximize power output. To model this operational
























Power Plant  and 
Cooling Lake
Coupled System 
Figure 4.3: The power plant and cooling lake form a coupled system that can be optimized
in response to meteorological and hydrological forcing conditions. Final temperature and
lake level conditions for each time step serve as the initial conditions for the subsequent
time step.
optimized with a genetic algorithm, as shown in Figure 4.3. The genetic algorithm deter-
mines optimal power outputs subject to constraints on power plant controls and power plant
discharge temperature (which is limited to 43.7◦C (110.7◦F) in the summer [81]), as well as
capturing the effect of cooling water intake temperature on the power plant thermodynamic
cycle. Although power plants have operational flexibility, nuclear power plants are operated
as base load generators with relatively stable outputs; therefore, both power plants were
optimized with a weekly time step. The use of a weekly time step further ensures that
the focus of this analysis is only on the effect of persistent elevated temperatures and low
streamflows; the power plants might have additional controls, not captured in the Rankine
cycle model, that enable them to cope with more short term disturbances.
4.2.2 Index Definition












where Ti is the average temperature on day i in
◦C, Qi is the average streamflow on day i
in m3/s, and I is the duration over which the contracts are defined, which is taken as the
three months of summer (92 days) in this work. In the case of the cooling lake of Figure
4.1, which has two inflows, Qi was taken as the average of the two inflows into the cooling
lake on day i. The rationale for the functional forms of the indices defined in Equation 4.1
is that, for a particular power plant, there would be a streamflow threshold Q∗ above which
additional streamflow does not enable the power plant to dissipate more waste heat, and a
temperature threshold T ∗ below which the power plant’s performance is not further affected
by temperature. In this way, these indices are similar to the Cooling Degree Days (CDD)
index which fixes T ∗ at 65◦F and is widely used to define temperature derivatives for US
cities. Prior work has adopted cumulative streamflow (
∑
i∈I Qi) as an index for definition of
insurance contracts for hydropower applications [82, 83]; however, in contrast to hydropower,
thermal power plant operations are only affected by very low streamflows hence the use of
the index defined in Equation 4.1. The daily thresholds T ∗ and Q∗ provide a degree of
freedom which can be varied to maximize the index insurance risk reduction capabilities as
described in Section 4.2.3.
4.2.3 Risk Minimization and Contract Design
A wide variety of payout functions are possible for index insurance contracts. In this
work, call options were used to hedge against high values of the temperature and streamflow
indices of Equation 4.1. The temperature index is high when several days have average
temperatures above T ∗, while the streamflow index is high when several days have average
streamflows below Q∗. The payout function for a call option is shown in Figure 4.4. The
payout is zero until a threshold K, referred to as the strike is crossed, beyond which the






Figure 4.4: Call options provide insurance against high values of an index
function can be expressed as follows:
Payoff = D ×max (Index−K, 0) (4.2)
A key element of index insurance contract definition is the selection of the strike and
tick. In Section 4.3 the effectiveness of different contract designs distinguished by (i) daily
thresholds (T ∗, Q∗), and (ii) contract strikes (K) that are set at various percentiles of the
resulting streamflow and temperature indices, is considered. For each contract design, a
corresponding optimal tick size (D) can be determined based on a risk reduction objective.
A widely used approach for quantifying risk is to define risk as the variance of financial
returns [84]. A purchaser of index insurance contracts receives a revenue stream R, pays an
insurance premium P , and gets a contract payout D×X where X is the payout from Figure
4.4 with D = 1. The terminal wealth W of the hedger is given by W = R−P +D ·X. The




2σ2X + 2DσRX (4.3)
where the premium P is a constant and therefore does not affect σ2W . Equation 4.3 is
quadratic in D, and can be solved to obtain the variance-minimizing tick size D∗ = −σRX/σ2X
[85], which is positive because there is a negative covariance between the index payout and
the revenue stream being protected. The widely-used approach of regressing the hedged
revenues against the hedging index to determine the payout function slope approximates the
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minimum variance tick size when the regression error terms are homoscedastic [86]. Minimum
variance hedging offers volatility reduction; however, the limitation of this approach is that is
assumes all volatility is undesirable. In practice, hedgers are more concerned with downside
volatility and it has been shown, in the context of stock market hedging, that minimum
variance hedging can be suboptimal when large downside risks are of primary concern [87].
An alternative to volatility reduction is downside risk reduction by minimizing lower par-
tial moments [87–89]. The Lower Partial Moment of order n, LPMn(W,T ), is defined as
follows:
LPMn(W,T ) = E [(min(W − T, 0))n] (4.4)
where T is a target value of W , such as may be required to cover fixed costs, debt payments,
and required returns to shareholder capital. With n=0, the lower partial risk measure LPM0
is the probability of the terminal wealth falling below the target value. Setting n=1 defines
the risk measure as the expected value of the downside deviation from terminal wealth,
with all deviations below the target weighted equally. The semivariance risk measure (n=2)
weights large deviations more heavily than small deviations reflecting the fact that a hedger
is likely to be more concerned when returns are far below target levels. This semivariance
risk measure is adopted for this analysis. There is no closed-form solution for the minimum
semivariance tick size, instead heuristic [88] or grid search[89] approaches are required. In
the analysis reported in Section 4.3, a grid search was performed to determine semivariance
minimizing tick sizes corresponding to different contract designs distinguished by strikes and
daily thresholds, as shown in Figure 4.5. The target T was initially set at the 50th percentile
of the distribution of the power plant operating revenue. The effect of the target on the
insurance contract optimal design is analyzed in Section 4.4.
4.2.4 Contract Premiums and Costs
A final element of insurance contract design is determination of the contract premiums and










































Figure 4.5: Optimal tick sizes corresponding to different combinations of daily thresholds
and seasonal strikes are determined through semivariance minimization.
and an additional market price of risk. An approach that has been widely applied for
estimating appropriate premiums for index insurance contracts is the Wang transform [90],
which estimates the premium as the expected value of a risk-adjusted payout distribution
determined as follows:
F ∗(π) = Φ
[
Φ−1F (π) + λ
]
(4.5)
where F (π) is the cumulative distribution function of the payout π (= D × X), Φ is the
standard normal cumulative distribution function, and λ is a parameter that represents the
market price of risk. Consistent with prior work on index insurance in the water resources
literature, λ was set at 0.25 [82, 83, 91, 92], although the actual value used in practice would
be seller-dependent, calibrated to reflect investment objectives.
While the premium is the periodic payment made by the power plant to the insurer, a
portion of this premium is returned to the power plant as the expected payout. The actual
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cost incurred by the power plant is the difference between the premium and the expected
payout. Using the nomenclature of Section 4.2.3, this cost is equivalent to P − E [D ×X]=
E [R] − E [W ]; that is, the cost is the difference between the means of the distributions of
revenue and terminal wealth.
4.2.5 Electricity Prices
During the summer, wholesale electricity market prices generally increase with tempera-
ture due to the use of peaking natural gas combustion turbines to serve increased electricity
demand (driven primarily by air conditioning usage). Figure 4.6 shows weekly average sum-
mer wholesale electricity prices for the Midcontinent Independent System Operator (MISO),
which serves most of the state of Illinois, plotted against weekly average air temperatures in
Illinois, from 2011 to 2017. Above a breakpoint of approximately 25◦C, the electricity prices
rise fairly steeply with temperature. These increased prices could provide partial compensa-
tion to thermal power plants that are forced to curtail output under heat wave conditions.
However, in North America and Europe, the bulk of electricity produced by generating com-
panies is not sold through the short-term electricity markets, but is instead sold through
long-term bilateral contracts between generating companies and electricity retailers. For
example, it has been estimated that in the PJM and New England interconnections in the
United States, bilateral contracts account for over 70% of electrical energy transfers [93].
These contracts, negotiated weeks to years in advance, commit retailers to purchase specific
amounts of electricity from power producers at pre-determined prices at a future date. Bi-
lateral trades shield baseload power plants from the price volatility of short-term markets.
The effect of temperature on electricity prices is therefore not considered in this analysis.
Bilateral contracts are privately negotiated and therefore price data are not publicly avail-
able. An average summer MISO electricity price of $28/MWh was used in this analysis
as a demonstration, with the expectation that bilateral contract prices are unlikely to di-












































































Figure 4.6: Day-ahead MISO wholesale electricity prices increase with average Illinois air
temperatures due to the use of more expensive peaking power plants to serve increased
demand. The electricity prices were computed by averaging MISO locational marginal
prices [94], while the temperatures were computed by averaging across multiple weather
stations [95].
4.3 Results
The effectiveness of the proposed index insurance contracts is assessed with the aid of a
percentage risk reduction defined as follows:
Risk Reduction =
LPM2(R, T )− LPM2(W,T )
LPM2(R, T )
(4.6)
In addition to the risk reduction, the change in the revenue floor offered by the hedging





where the minima are taken over the simulated summer scenarios described in Section 4.2.1.
The change in revenue floor has been used to evaluate index insurance contracts in prior
work in the water resources literature [82, 83]. Rather than protecting electricity sales
revenues, the income stream protected for both power plants (R in Equations 4.6 and 4.7),


















































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.7: The non-dominated front of contract designs provides the once-through power
plant’s cost-risk tradeoff.
$8/MWh [96]. This net revenue stream is the cash flow available to cover fixed costs, make
debt payments to lenders, and deliver returns to investors. This net revenue is referred to
simply as revenue in the remainder of this work.
Figures 4.7 and 4.8 show the risk reductions and associated costs for different contract
designs distinguished by daily thresholds and strike levels, with the corresponding optimal
tick size determined through semivariance minimization with respect to the median revenue
target. In both figures, the costs are expressed as percentages of average revenues. From
these results, the indicated non-dominated fronts can be determined for the different contract
types; contract designs along these fronts represent the greatest risk reductions power plants
would be able to realize at a given cost. The rational power plant would select an optimal
design from this front based on a risk-return tradeoff considering its unique risk tolerance.
Since the costs for all the contract designs in Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are low (less than 0.02% and
0.3% of revenues, respectively), the contracts with the highest risk reductions were selected
as the optimal designs for further analysis. These contracts are summarized in Table 4.1.
A few salient observations can be made from Table 4.1. For both power plant archetypes,






































































































































































































































































































Figure 4.8: The non-dominated front of contract designs provides the cooling lake power
plant’s cost-risk tradeoff.
Table 4.1: Risk-minimizing index insurance contracts for the two power plant archetypes
Once-Through Plant Cooling Lake Plant
Temperature Streamflow Temperature Streamflow
Daily Threshold 0◦C 692 m3/s 0◦C 5 m3/s
Seasonal Strike 1913 4872 2003 91
Tick 1033 33 10779 2928
Premium* $215K (0.29%) $50K (0.07%) $624K (1.38%) $957K (2.11%)
Cost* $16K (0.02%) $12K (0.02%) $136K (0.3%) $61K (0.13%)
Risk Reduction 14% 29% 18% 3%
∆ Revenue Floor+ $78K (1E-3%) $68K (9E-4%) $718K(1.8%) $126K(3E-3%)
∗ Expressed as percentage of mean power plant revenue in parentheses




























































Figure 4.9: The temperature insurance contract reduces the probability of moderate
deviations from the target. Both contracts do not effectively mitigate the long tail of the
power plant revenue distribution.
tract index for both power plants is therefore the cumulative average temperature (CAT),
which is a standardized index used to trade weather derivatives for European cities [97].
Furthermore, the strike levels and risk reductions for both power plants are similar in mag-
nitude. The present study is limited to two power plants; however, if multiple power plants
were found to display similar risk reductions for contracts based on the CAT index, it would
be possible to adopt these contracts as standard for thermal power plants and therefore
reduce transaction costs.
Both the streamflow and temperature insurance contracts offer risk reductions for the
once-through power plant. These reductions are however relatively modest; applications
of temperature index insurance contracts to hedge yields for a selection of crops in the
United States have been shown to yield semivariance reductions ranging from 30 % to 83%
relative to an average yield target [98, 99]. The streamflow contract appears to offer a
more significant risk reduction than the temperature contract; however, the signature of
this reduction on the distributions of the revenue and terminal wealth is not clear (Figure
4.9a). Further investigation revealed that the reduction was driven by mitigation of a few
extreme cases and is therefore not reliable, as it is highly sensitive to extreme values of the



















































































































































Figure 4.10: When applied to the evaluation dataset, net payouts (payouts less premiums)
from the once-through power plant temperature contract compensate nearly perfectly for
small deviations from the target revenue, but do not compensate for large deviations. The
streamflow insurance contract payouts do not compensate for deviations from target
revenue.
beyond the revenue distribution in Figure 4.9a is an indicator of basis risk; the power plant is
receiving positive payouts in high revenue summers. In contrast, the temperature insurance
contract for the once-through power plant does significantly alter the revenue distribution by
reducing the probability of moderate deviations from the target as shown in Figure 4.9b. The
temperature insurance contract therefore appears to be more reliable. This hypothesis was
verified with the evaluation dataset. As shown in Figure 4.10, when the optimal temperature
insurance contract was applied to the the evaluation dataset, it effectively transfers net
payouts from summers for which the revenue is above the target, to summers for which the
revenue is below the target. The cost of the temperature insurance contract when applied
to the evaluation data set is 0.01%, which closely matches the design cost of Table 4.1. In
contrast, the streamflow insurance contract does not provide effective risk management when
applied to the evaluation dataset.
It is further noteworthy that both contracts have a negligible impact on the revenue
floor for the once-through power plant. For comparison, applications of streamflow index










































































































































































































Figure 4.11: Neither index of Table 4.1 is a reliable predictor of seasonal heat discharge
curtailment governed by the temperature regulation of Figure 4.2b. The total permissible
heat discharge is expressed in Terajoules.
a cost equal to 0.08% of the power plant’s revenue [82], while applications of lake-level based
index insurance to hydropower risk mitigation have shown revenue floor increases of 18% at a
cost equal to 0.5% of the power plant’s revenue [91]. The tails of the revenue distributions of
Figure 4.9 consist of simulated summers in which the power plant experiences curtailment due
to the thermal pollution regulation in Figure 4.2b. Figure 4.11a shows that the temperature
index is a poor predictor of seasonal curtailment and therefore does not provide reliable
mitigation of curtailment risk. The streamflow index displays some capability to predict
curtailment, resulting in the appreciable risk reduction of 29% in Table 4.1. However, this
predictive capability is only due to the threshold (Q*= 692 m3/s) being fitted to the design
dataset and the performance does not generalize to the evaluation dataset as shown in Figure
4.10b. The poor prediction of curtailment risk is responsible for the negligible impact on the
revenue floor. However, the temperature insurance contract is capable of reliably hedging
small deviations from the target revenue resulting from the effects of temperature on the
power plant thermodynamic cycle.
The streamflow insurance contract of Table 4.1 has negligible impact on risk for the cooling
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lake power plant. This result is expected as the cooling lake offers a buffer against low
streamflow conditions. The temperature insurance contract offers a risk reduction for the
cooling lake power plant, and has the largest impact on the revenue floor of all the contracts.
However, this revenue floor increase is still small relative to the hydropower applications
previously discussed. Additionally, examination of the distributions of revenue and terminal
wealth for the design dataset (Figure 4.12a) reveals that while the contract has the desired
effect of narrowing the revenue distribution, the effect is not as pronounced as the once-
through power plant case. Both these observations are driven by basis risk. Figure 4.12b
shows the seasonal revenue plotted against the seasonal index (using the daily threshold
of 0◦C) for the evaluation dataset; while there is evidence of a linear relationship between
the index and the revenue, the index only accounts for 31% of the variance observed in the
revenue and therefore has limited predictive power. The basis risk arises from two factors:
(i) the cooling lake is a complex system affected by inflows and other climatic variables
besides air temperature; (ii) in contrast to the once-through case where the air temperature
directly affects intake temperature by determining stream temperature, in the cooling lake
system air temperature additionally affects sensible and latent heat fluxes, and these multiple
effects are not effectively captured by a linear index.
4.4 Discussion
The results for the once-through power plant presented in Section 4.3 are specific to the
power plant’s thermal pollution regulations, which are defined by the temperature monitoring
curve in Figure 4.2b. This temperature monitoring curve enforces a steep curtailment in
permissible heat discharge, but only below a streamflow threshold of 594 m3/s [74], which
is less than the 3rd percentile of the synthetically generated seven-day average streamflows,
and above a temperature threshold of 27◦C, which is greater than the 96th percentile of the
synthetically generated seven-day average temperatures. The left-skewed seasonal revenue
distribution of Figure 4.9 (skewness =−4.3) is a product of the combination of these extreme
thresholds and the steep curtailment beyond these thresholds. To provide an indication of
















































































































































































































Figure 4.12: The effect of the temperature insurance contracts on the cooling lake power
plant revenue distribution is limited because of high basis risk. Regression of the seasonal
revenue against the temperature index for the evaluation dataset yielded a coefficient of
variation of only 31%.
performed for the once-through power plant with the same forcing conditions but a different
thermal pollution limit that is used for multiple power plants in Illinois [48–50], prescribed
as follows:
(0.25×Qus × Tus) +Qeff × Teff
(0.25×Qus) +Qeff
≤ 32◦C (4.8)
where the symbols are as defined in Figure 4.2. The resulting power plant outputs were
used to compute seasonal revenues, and subsequently to design index insurance contracts.
Figure 4.13 shows that the seasonal revenue is similarly skewed to the left with the new
regulation. The impact of the risk-minimizing index insurance contracts is similar to the
case in Figure 4.9, with the temperature insurance contract only mitigating small deviations
from the target revenue, and the streamflow insurance contract primarily acting on the tail
of the distribution. The risk minimizing temperature threshold and strike were found to
be the same as the contract in Table 4.1, confirming the hypothesis that the temperature
insurance contract is mitigating the effect of temperature on the thermodynamic cycle, not




























































Figure 4.13: The effect of the index insurance contracts on the revenue distribution is not
significantly different when a different thermal pollution regulation is applied.
other power plants that have thermal pollution limits defined according to Equation 4.8,
though a large power plant on a smaller river could display a greater sensitivity to ambient
streamflow, and therefore experience greater risk reduction through the use of streamflow
index contracts.
The optimal designs of Table 4.1 are based on a target set at the 50th percentile of power
plant revenue, which was assumed to represent a revenue level at which power plants are
able to cover fixed and capital costs. Fixed and capital costs vary widely because of high
variability in construction costs, particularly for nuclear power plants [100], as well as dif-
ferences in power plant upgrades, debt-equity ratios, interest rates, and required capital
returns. It is therefore of interest to examine the effect of the selected target on the optimal
design of the proposed temperature index insurance contacts. Table 4.2 shows that for both
power plant archetypes, the optimal daily threshold for the temperature index insurance
contracts remains 0◦C across a range of fixed and capital costs, set at different percentiles
of seasonal revenue. This result is not surprising for the once-through power plant as the
range between the 10th and 90th percentiles of seasonal revenue is only $174,000; however,
the corresponding range for the cooling lake power plant of $3.7M is considerable. At the
lowest target levels, the daily threshold is raised as the power plant only needs protection
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Table 4.2: Risk minimizing temperature contract designs for different revenue targets
Once-Through Plant Cooling Lake Plant
Target* Threshold (◦C) Strike Tick Threshold (◦C) Strike Tick
10 27 46 30363 16 598 13470
30 0 1913 1310 0 2003 11976
50 0 1913 1033 0 2003 10779
70 0 1913 887 0 2003 8336
90 0 1913 709 0 1836 2876
∗ Expressed as revenue percentile
against the most extreme temperatures when the target is low.
The uniformity of the risk-minimizing daily temperature threshold (0◦C) across the power
plant archetypes, fixed and capital costs, and cooling regulations, reinforces the opportu-
nity for standardization of contracts for hedging the effect of temperature on power plant
thermodynamic cycles. In regions where standardized weather derivatives based on the cu-
mulative average temperature (CAT) index are already in place, thermal power plants could
participate in the markets for these derivatives. These contracts would not be optimal for
reduction of risk associated with thermal pollution regulations; however, thermal pollution
regulations are often not strictly enforced [72] and therefore any associated risk management
might only be necessary for a small subset of power plants. While the analysis in this work
has been restricted to nuclear power plants, applicability would readily extend to coal and
natural gas combined-cycle plants. In contrast to nuclear power plants, these power plants
have significant fuel costs; therefore, the effect of elevated temperatures on the efficiency of
the thermodynamic cycle could enhance the attractiveness of a hedging solution. Further
analysis would be necessary to determine whether power plants that use recirculating cooling
could also benefit from hedging against elevated temperatures.
The major limitation of the analysis and results presented in this study arises from the
use of a single-turbine model for the power plants. Analyses based on power plant models
calibrated to actual power plant data are required to verify the preliminary results put
forward. A further limitation in the case of the cooling lake is that the analysis is based
on a one-dimensional hydrodynamic and water temperature model that does not capture
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the effects of thermal stratification that, depending on the depth of the power plant cooling
water intake structures, could exacerbate or ease the effects of lake temperature on the power
plant operations.
4.5 Policy Implications
Since the majority of power plants are privately owned, the index insurance contracts
developed in this work, that reduce risk associated with the effect of cooling water temper-
ature on the power plant thermodynamic cycle, do not have direct bearing on policy. Index
insurance contracts that reduce curtailment risk due to thermal pollution regulations could
reduce the financial incentive of power plants to seek thermal variances, and could therefore
be a policy tool. However, as discussed, this curtailment risk is not captured effectively by
linear streamflow and temperature indices. Notwithstanding, contracts based on nonlinear
indices could be designed to effectively capture thermal pollution regulation risk; these con-
tracts would be particularly effective in locations where thermal pollution regulations are
standardized across power plants. The design of these contracts could be optimized using
the same approaches presented in this chapter. Furthermore, since curtailment risk is of low
probability, premiums and costs would be low. The design of appropriate nonlinear indices
and associated contracts to hedge this curtailment risk is reserved for future work.
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CHAPTER 5
ANALYZING THE ECONOMIC VALUE OF THERMAL POWER
PLANT COOLING WATER CONSUMPTION
5.1 Chapter Overview1
Application of economics principles to water resource management has been identified as
essential for sustainable water management. The consumption of water by thermal power
plant cooling has presented several policy and resource allocation challenges in the recent
past. There is need for improved economic understanding of thermal power plant water
consumption to address these challenges. In this chapter, the economic efficiency of water
consumption substitutes for existing power plants is examined. In the long run, a power
plant could reduce water consumption by investing in efficiency improvements. In the short
run, a power plant could reduce water consumption by curtailing power output. The analysis
presented in this chapter demonstrates that these substitutes are not economically efficient;
water prices far in excess of prices observed in practice would be required for power plants
to make efficiency investments or curtail output. Thermal power plants are therefore not
attractive targets for water consumption reduction initiatives based on pricing. However,
the high willingness-to-pay observed for thermal power plants suggests that power plants do
not require prioritization over senior water rights holders during periods of scarcity, as has
been the practice in several regions. Instead, a more efficient water policy focus would be
creation of enabling environments for water market transactions.
1The content of this chapter is being prepared for journal submission.
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5.2 Methods
Discussions of consumptive cooling water use for a given electricity generation technology
have largely conceptualized water demand as follows:
W = kE (5.1)
whereW (Mgal) is the water demand, E (GWh) is the electricity generated, and k (Mgal/GWh)
is the unit water consumption, which is dependent on the cooling technology employed. Unit
water consumption factors have been estimated for different fuel types and cooling tech-
nologies [8, 101], and have subsequently been used as inputs to further analyses including
estimation of the water consumption footprint of electricity generation [13, 17], projections
of water consumption under different electricity generation portfolios [13, 16, 22, 23], and
incorporation of water constraints into electricity system planning [40].
The limitation of the conceptualization of cooling water demand as in Equation 5.1 is
that it does not elucidate the potential for water-saving substitutions, except through cool-
ing system technology retrofits that change the parameter k. Two types of water-saving
retrofits are possible: (1) dry cooling in which all the power plant waste heat is dissipated
to air rather than water and, (2) hybrid cooling in which the power plant waste heat load
is split between dry and water-consuming cooling systems. These retrofits are, however,
prohibitively expensive for existing power plants. Loew et al.[102] estimated marginal costs
of water savings through dry cooling retrofits as $6.80 and $17.80 per 1000 gallons for coal
and natural gas combined-cycle plants, respectively. Kablouti [103] estimated the average
costs of water avoidance through dry cooling as $4.60 per 1000 gallons for a coal power plant.
For comparison, Chini et al.[104] found that residential water prices in the United States
average $4.35 per 1000 gallons. The high costs of cooling system technology changes restrict
their suitability as substitutes to new power plants, in locations where water is physically
unavailable. The gap addressed in this chapter is consideration of substitution alternatives
for existing power plants.
A distinction is made between substitutes available to the power plant in the long run and
in the short run. In the long run, thermal power plants can make investments in efficiency
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to reduce waste heat, thereby reducing water consumption, for a fixed energy output. Effi-
ciency investments are primarily driven by potential fuel cost savings, not by water scarcity
pressures. To isolate the substitution between water consumption and efficiency, the analy-
sis in this work is focused only on efficiency investments that are not economically justified
by fuel savings alone. In the short run, a power plant’s efficiency is fixed and the only
alternative available to the power plant, when water is scarce, is to reduce power output
to an economically optimal level. The driver of the power plant’s selection between water
consumption and water-saving substitutes will be relative prices. Since thermal power plants
are typically self suppliers of cooling water, the relevant water prices might represent market
prices for water rights leases; costs of extracting, treating and transporting water; or water
consumption rates imposed by a water administration authority.
Multiple approaches for studying producers’ economic value of, and demand for, water
have been presented in the literature. Griffin [105] and Young [106] present taxonomies of
methods for determining water demand and value. Production function approaches [107]
relate consumption of water and other factors of production to producer output; demand
functions can then be derived by maximizing a producer utility function. Mathematical
programming methods [108, 109] determine demand functions by optimizing between a set
of alternatives under different exogenous water prices. Direct statistical regression [110–113]
can be applied to determine demand functions when data on water prices or costs and corre-
sponding consumption are available. Residual imputation methods [105, 106, 114] assign a
value to unpriced water inputs, by subtracting the values of all priced inputs from the value
of the product. Price and corresponding demand data are not readily available for thermal
power plants, and therefore a direct statistical regression is not possible. Residual imputation
is limited by the fact that it only yields a single value, not a demand function. Additionally,
it has been noted that residual imputation is prone to overvaluing water as it often neglects
valuation of other unpriced inputs like entrepreneurship and management [106]. The present
analysis, therefore, makes use of the production function and mathematical programming
methods.
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5.3 Long-Run Demand Analysis
In the long run, a power plant could choose to make investments in efficiency in response
to changes in water supply prices. Two methods from water economics literature are adopted
in studying the long run economic value of cooling water for thermal power plants in this
chapter: (1) use of a production function determined through regression analysis, and (2) use
of mathematical programming based on a heat balance model of the thermal power plant.
These two methods are discussed in turn in the following subsections.
5.3.1 Production Function
A production function relates the output from a production process to the quantities of
inputs and other factors of production, such as invested capital and labor. In the present
situation, the interest is in inputs or factors of production pertaining to cooling; therefore,
complimentary factors such as fuel and labor are not included. The following production
function is proposed:
E = C ×Wα ×HRβ (5.2)
where E is the electrical energy generated by the power plant in GWh/year, C is a constant
dependent on power plant fuel type, W is the cooling water consumption in Mgal/year,
HR is the power plant heat rate in Btu/kWh, and α and β are regression coefficients to
be determined. The heat rate is related to the power plant efficiency η by the relationship
HR = 3412/η; that is, a lower heat rate corresponds to a higher efficiency. In contrast
to the relationship in Equation 5.1, the production function in Equation 5.2 captures the
potential for substitution of water consumption with increased efficiency while maintaining
the same level of output. The heat rate is not technically a factor of production, but rather
is a product of the investment of capital in efficiency initiatives. The heat rate is included
in the production function in Equation 5.2 as a proxy for these investments in efficiency.
The parameters (α, β, C) of the production function of Equation 5.2 were determined by
regression using the Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) Form 923 dataset for 2016
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Table 5.1: Average heat rates and water consumption factors by power plant type
Plant Type n HR(Btu/kWh) W/E (Mgal/GWh)
COAL 54 10,575 0.526
NGCC 183 7,399 0.235
NGST 15 10,459 0.641
NUC 7 12,504 0.756
[115], which provides records of power plant electricity generation, fuel consumption, and
water consumption. The heat rate is calculated by dividing the fuel consumption by the
electricity generation. The dataset was restricted to power plants with recirculating cooling
systems as water consumption for power plants with once-through cooling systems or cooling
ponds is typically not reported and is challenging to estimate. Power plants with dry cooling
report zero water consumption. The dataset was also restricted to nuclear (NUC), natural
gas combined-cycle (NGCC), coal (COAL), and natural gas steam turbine (NGST) power
plants. Power plants that use both natural gas and coal were excluded from this analysis
as the EIA Form 923 dataset does not apportion water consumption between the coal and
natural gas parts of the power plant. The data in EIA Form 923 are self-reported and
consequently several records have incomplete data; the 259 power plants with complete
records that were used for the regression are summarized in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.1. The
average power plant heat rates and water consumption intensities were found to be close to
typical literature values [8, 116].
The results of the regression are summarized in Table 5.2. The goodness-of-fit (R2) of 0.92
indicates that the model has significant explanatory power. The power plant fuel type is
handled as a categorical variable with parameter Cbase corresponding to coal power plants,
while the parameters CNGCC , CNGST , and CNUC are modifiers of Cbase for the corresponding
power plant types. These modifiers are, however, either not significant at the 5% level or not
based on a large number of samples, and are not considered reliable; the primary variation
between the water consumption of different power plant fuel types is driven by differences in
heat rates. The exponents α and β show the expected directional effects, with reduced heat
rates (increased efficiency) compensating for reduced water consumption. The value of α is
















































































































































Figure 5.1: Water consumption against electricity generation for the 259 power plants used
in the regression.
erroneous; however, the fact that β is significant indicates that useful additional information
is captured in the heat rate and should be disaggregated from the proportionality constant,
k, of Equation 5.1.
The form of Equation 5.2 enables quantitative assessment of the tradeoffs between heat
rate and water consumption. The marginal rate of technical substitution is a measure of
the amount by which one input must be changed to compensate for a unit change in the
other input, while holding output constant. It is of interest to determine the marginal
rate of technical substitution of heat rate improvements for water consumption, denoted










MRTS(W,HR). The effect of changes in heat rate (∆HR) and water consumption (∆W )































The implication of this result is that a unit reduction in cooling water consumption (1
Mgal/year) can be realized, without reducing power plant energy output, by reducing the
heat rate by 0.72 × HR/W . If the power plant had an initial water consumption of 5000
Mgal/year, and heat rate of 10500 Btu/kWh, which is typical for a coal fired power plant
[116], the required heat rate reduction to compensate for a unit water consumption reduction
(1 Mgal/year) would be 1.512 Btu/kWh. The power plant would only make the heat rate
investments if the marginal cost of water is greater than or equal to the net costs associated
with this heat rate reduction. The net cost in this case refers to costs after fuel savings have
been subtracted.
Heat rate reductions are realized through a range of initiatives implemented in different
parts of a power plant. These initiatives vary widely in cost and heat rate reduction potential,
as well as across different power plants. A sample of possible heat rate reduction activities
for a typical 500 MW coal power plant is presented in Section 5.3.2. The annualized net
costs of these initiatives range from $2,000 to $13,000 for a reduction of 1 Btu/kWh. While
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Table 5.3: Estimated Indifference Marginal Water Prices (IMWP) for Coal Power Plant
Heat Rate Reduction Initiatives based on the Marginal Rate of Technical Substitution
(MRTS)
Minimum Median Maximum
MRTS 0.75 3.32 15.52
IMWP ($/Mgal) 1,500 24,900 201,800
these costs are specific to a 500 MW coal power plant, they provide an indication of orders
of magnitude and are applied to all the coal power plants in the dataset as a first-order
analysis. Using this cost range, and the MRTS in Equation 5.5, the range of marginal water
prices at which the power plant would be indifferent towards acquiring additional water
and making heat rate reduction investments can be estimated. These estimates are shown
in Table 5.3, in which the maximum MRTS value used is the 90th percentile of the values
computed from the dataset as the distribution of computed MRTS values displays a long tail
of outliers (Figure 5.2). The median indifference marginal water price (IMWP) is calculated
using an average heat rate reduction cost of $7,500 per Btu/kWh. The results demonstrate
that very high water costs (≥ $1,500/Mgal) would be necessary for power plants to choose
heat rate reduction over water acquisition. For comparison, Brewer et al. [117] found that
the average transaction price for one-year leases in water markets in the western United
States was $380/Mgal. The combination of high values of the MRTS, and the high cost
of heat rate reduction initiatives, makes heat rate reductions an unattractive substitute for
water consumption.
An alternative view of the tradeoff between the heat rate and water consumption is pro-
vided by the isoquant or indifference curve shown in Figure 5.3 for coal power plants of
different energy outputs. The heat rates have been substituted with corresponding efficien-
cies in Figure 5.3. Included for reference is an average coal power plant efficiency of 33.9%
[116]. Steep reductions in water consumption through efficiency improvement can be realized
for highly inefficient plants, but typical power plants are unlikely to realize large water con-
sumption reductions through efficiency improvements. Water conservation initiatives based
on incentivization of efficiency improvements would likely only be cost effective if targeted
at highly inefficient plants; however, such power plants are more likely to be incentivized by
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Figure 5.2: The median marginal rate of technical substitution (MRTS) calculated for the
coal power plants in the dataset was 3.32; however, a long tail of outliers is observed.
fuel savings than by water savings, even if water were priced.
5.3.2 Mathematical Programming
A different perspective on the tradeoffs between cooling water consumption and heat rate
improvement initiatives is provided by a mathematical programming analysis. The model
adopted in the analysis in this section is of a power plant with a base heat rate HRbase that
generates an electricity output E. The power plant can implement a number of initiatives
to reduce its heat rate. For each heat rate reduction initiative i, the following are defined:
• A heat rate reduction hi in Btu/kWh.
• An annual cost of the initiative yi, which consists of an annualized capital cost and
any associated operations or maintenance costs.
• An implementation indicator ui, which equals 1 if the initiative is implemented, and 0
if it is not.
The final power plant heat rate is then given by:
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Figure 5.3: Coal power plants with average and high efficiencies (≥ 0.339) would not
realize significant reductions in water consumption through efficiency improvements.




The initiatives i will not only reduce water consumption, but will also reduce fuel con-
sumption. A net initiative cost y∗i is defined as follows:
y∗i = yi − f × (E × hi) (5.7)
where f is the fuel cost. The Energy Information Administration has conducted a study
of potential heat rate improvements at a 500 MW coal power plant, estimating associated
costs and heat rate reductions [118]. From this study, initiatives that fulfill two criteria
were selected: (1) initiatives for which the net cost is positive and thus are not justified by
fuel savings alone, and (2) initiatives that are applicable to typical power plants, i.e., power
plants with heat rates that are between the 25th and 75th percentiles for coal power plants
in the United States. The initiatives that satisfy these criteria are shown in Table 5.4. The
net costs in Table 5.4 were calculated assuming a fuel cost of $2/MMBtu, a discount rate of
5% and lifetime of 20 years for capital investments, and annual electricity generation of 3000
GWh (approximately equivalent to a 500 MW power plant with a 70% capacity factor).
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Table 5.4: Heat Rate Reductions (hi), Annual Costs (yi), and Net Annual Costs (y
∗
i ) for








Lowering of Boiler Air Heater Outlet Tempera-
ture
5 1900 1860
Turbine Exhaust Hood Steam Guide Modifica-
tion
2 34 16.6
Flue Gas System Axial Fan and Motor Upgrades 45 980 586
Boiler Fuel Delivery System Upgrades 57 722 223
Boiler Air Heater Baskets 5 71 27
Flue Gas System ESP Modification 3.5 72 41
Cooling Tower Advanced Packing Upgrades 35 402 96
The resultant heat rate can be related to the power plant water consumption using a heat
balance power plant model. The system level generic model (S-GEM) [10] depicted in Figure
5.4 is employed. Of the power plant heat rate input, 3412 Btu/kWh is released as electrical
energy output, and a portion Kos is released through additional heat sinks, predominantly
exhaust gases. The remaining waste heat load to the cooling system is given by:
Qcool = (HR− 3412−Kos)× E (5.8)










where λv is the latent heat of vaporization, ρ is the density of water, and ncc, the number
of concentration cycles, is the ratio of make-up water to blowdown water, which is governed
by intake water quality considerations. In this work, ncc is fixed equal to 6; typical values
in the United States range from 2 to 10 [10].
Introducing a cooling water price cW , the total cooling cost is given by:









Qelec =  3412 Btu/kWh
(Btu/kWh)
Qcool
Figure 5.4: Input fuel energy (HR) is split between electrical energy output (Qelec), heat
released through other heat sinks such as exhaust gases (Qos), and heat that is dissipated
through the cooling system Qcool.
The total cooling cost can be minimized for different values of cW by selecting the ini-
tiatives to implement (i.e.,ui), yielding a demand function. The results of this analysis are
shown in Figure 5.5. A measure of demand elasticity can be estimated at each step as the
percentage change in demand divided by the percentage change in price between adjacent
steps. The calculated elasticities are displayed in Figure 5.5. The demand is found to be
inelastic, with elasticities approximately equal to zero over the entire price range, due to
the high cost of heat rate reduction initiatives. This inelasticity persists when sensitivity
analysis is conducted; with heat rate reductions and net costs of Table 5.4 increased and
decreased by 50% respectively (reflecting a lower cost of substitutes), the elasticities are still
less than -0.03. Therefore, price is unlikely to be a useful lever in reducing power plant
consumptive water use. Additionally, the water demand reductions realizable through heat
rate improvements are fairly modest; over the entire price range of Figure 5.5, the water
demand reductions are less than 2.5% of consumption.
5.4 Short-Run Demand Analysis
In the short run, the design of the power plant is fixed and efficiency investments cannot
readily be made. The choice faced by the power plant, in response to changes in water price,
is the degree of power output curtailment. The heat rate of a thermal power plant is not
fixed, but varies with power output, as depicted for example in Figure 5.6, for example.
The heat rates used in the long run demand analysis are average heat rates corresponding
to typical power outputs. In the short run, in response to a water price, the power plant
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Figure 5.5: Cooling water demand is largely inelastic over all price ranges.
could vary its output to operate at a point on the heat rate curve that achieves an economic
optimum. The analysis of short-term water demand presented in this section begins with a
typical quadratic generation cost function [119]:
Generator Cost = a+ bP + cP 2 ($/hr) (5.11)
This generation cost is the power plant fuel cost ($/MMBtu) multiplied by the fuel con-
sumption (MMBtu/hr). The relationship between the fuel consumption and power output
is often referred to as the generator input-output (I/O) characteristic, which can be written
as:
Generator I/O = a′ + b′P + c′P 2 (MMBtu/hr) (5.12)
where a′, b′, c′ are the coefficients a, b, c of the cost function divided by the fuel cost. The




+ b′ + c′P (MMBtu/MWh) (5.13)
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Figure 5.6: A typical thermal power plant heat rate curve.
Given an electricity price cE, and water price cW , the optimization problem faced by the
power plant can be defined as follows:
max
P











+ b′ + c′P
Pmin ≤ P ≤ Pmax
(5.14)
where the water consumption W is adapted from Equations 5.8 and 5.9 of the S-GEM model
previously discussed, with ncc = 6 as in Section 5.3.2, and unit conversions from Btu/kWh to
MMBtu/MWh. V OM represents the non-fuel related variable operations and maintenance
costs. Pmax is the power plant capacity, and Pmin is the minimum stable output below which
the power plant would shut down. The solution to this optimization problem is dependent
on the values of the cost function parameters a, b, c and the fuel cost. Using an electricity
price cE=$30/MWh, typical coal parameters [119] (a = 1000, b = 19, c = 0.001), a fuel
cost of $2/MMBtu and VOM= $5/MWh [120], Pmin=500 MW, and Pmax=1000 MW, the
solution to the problem for different water prices is shown in Figure 5.7.
Above a water price of $4.60 per 1000 gallons, denoted as c∗W , the power plant begins to
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Figure 5.7: For the sample coal power plant modeled, price sensitivity is observed above a
water price c∗W=$4.60 per 1000 gallons.
curtail output, despite the increases in heat rate and therefore in water consumption per unit
of electricity generated (gal/MWh). Significant sensitivity of demand to price above c∗W is
observed, with elasticities as high as -4. However, the determined value of c∗W is much higher
than would likely be observed in practice for a self-supplying water consumer. The solution
to the optimization problem, and therefore the value of c∗W , is dependent on the power plant
input-output characteristic parameters (a′, b′, c′), the fuel cost, and the electricity price cE.
It is of interest to investigate whether any reasonable combinations of these parameters yield
values of c∗W that could be observed in practice.
To conduct this analysis, generator input-output characteristics of thermal power plants in
the United States were estimated by fitting quadratic functions to power plant monthly fuel
consumptions and energy generations for 2015 and 2016 reported in EIA Form 923. A large
number of the quadratic regressions yielded values of R2 ≥ 0.99, suggesting that the power
plants likely compute the fuel consumptions reported in the database using manufacturer-
specified input-output characteristics, and that the determined regression coefficients corre-
spond to the parameters of these characteristics. The analysis was restricted to the power
plants with R2 ≥ 0.99. The ranges of the power plant capacities and input-output charac-
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Table 5.5: Ranges of power plant capacities and input-output characteristic parameters
a′ b′ c′ Pmax (MW)
Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Number of Plants
NGCC 0.3 1234 3.8 9.7 3E-5 4E-3 53 1607 33
Nuclear 0 944.3 9.33 10.46 2E-10 6E-4 629 3340 32
Coal 209 1812 8.1 10.3 4E-5 1E-3 662 1849 13
teristic parameters are summarized in Table 5.5.
Power plant cost function parameters (a, b, c) were computed from the input-output char-
acteristic parameters using the fuel costs reported in EIA Form 923; for power plants that
did not report fuel costs, typical values for different fuel types were used [120]. Typical
values were also used for the heat dissipated through other heat sinks (Kos) [10], and cE
was initially fixed at $30/MWh. Since power plants do not report variable operations and
maintenance costs to the EIA, typical values of $3, $2, and $5 per MWh [120] were used
for natural gas combined-cycle, nuclear, and coal power plants, respectively. The values of
c∗W were obtained for each power plant in Table 5.5 by solving the optimization problem
outlined in Equation 5.14 for a range of water prices cW , and finding the price at which
curtailment begins. These values are summarized in Figure 5.8.
A wide range of values of c∗W is observed for the natural gas combined-cycle and coal
power plants. Despite the variation observed, all but two power plants would be insensitive
to water prices below $1.00 per 1000 gallons and none of the power plants is sensitive to
a price below $0.50 per 1000 gallons. For the coal power plants, it was found that the
power plants with low values of c∗W are characterized by higher than average fuel costs, as
shown in Figure 5.9. For the natural gas combined-cycle plants, it was found that the power
plants with lowest values of c∗W had higher than average values of the parameters b
′ and c′,
indicating that these are less efficient power plants. Minimal variation is observed in the
values of c∗W for nuclear power plants, and the prices observed are all in excess of $25 per
1000 gallons. The minimal variation is driven by the small range observed in the value of
b′ (Table 5.5), and the use of a common fuel price of $0.53/MMBtu for nuclear fuel [120] as
no nuclear power plant fuel costs were reported in the EIA Form 923 database. The high




















Figure 5.8: A wide range of water prices at which electricity generation curtailment
commences (c∗W ) is observed across the sample of power plants, however, only two values
are below $1.00 per 1000 gallons for an electricity price of $30/MWh.
operations and maintenance costs.
Under a low electricity price cE=$25/MWh, most of the coal power plants and nearly half
of the natural gas combined-cycle power plants in the dataset become uneconomical, even
without water prices. This finding is not unexpected as the average variable costs for coal
and a natural gas combined-cycle plants are $25/MWh and $23/MWh respectively [120].
The values of c∗W for the remaining power plants are shown in Figure 5.10. The most robust
comparison with the previous case is provided by the nuclear power plants for which the
lowest value of c∗W has declined from $25 to $19. Two natural gas combined-cycle plants in
the dataset are sensitive to water prices of $0.40 per 1000 gallons, but all the other power
plants are only sensitive to prices in excess of $1.50 per 1000 gallons. Therefore, even at low
electricity prices, the majority of power plants are unlikely to be sensitive to any reasonable



















Figure 5.9: The water price at which electricity generation curtailment commences (c∗W )



















Figure 5.10: The water price at which electricity generation curtailment commences (c∗W )
decreases at a low electricity price of $25/MWh; however, only two power plants are
sensitive to prices below $1.00 per 1000 gallons.
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5.5 Policy Implications
The results of Section 5.3 demonstrate that incremental heat rate reductions (efficiency
improvements) are not attractive substitutes for water consumption at thermal power plants.
This finding is driven by three factors:
• Potential water savings through heat rate reductions are relatively small because the
marginal rate of technical substitution between water consumption and heat rate im-
provement is large.
• Power plants with typical operating efficiencies are unlikely to realize large water re-
ductions through efficiency improvements as demonstrated by the indifference curve of
Figure 5.3.
• Heat rate reductions that are not justified by fuel cost savings remain expensive and
not justifiable at any reasonable water price.
Water pricing is therefore not an effective lever for water consumption reduction at existing
thermal power plants. The absence of cost-effective substitutes and consequent demand
inelasticity means that existing thermal power plants are, in fact, unattractive targets for
water consumption reduction. Literature estimates of long run elasticities for irrigation,
while highly variable, average -0.48 at water prices averaging $0.12 per 1000 gallons [114],
in contrast to the range -0.01 to -0.03 estimated in Section 5.3.2 at prices in excess of $5 per
1000 gallons. Industrial water demand elasticities have been shown to range from -0.15 to
-0.59 in the beverage, textile, paper, minerals and petroleum industries [112]. Consequently,
these sectors would be more attractive water saving targets than the thermal power plant
sector.
In the short run, thermal power plant demand is inelastic at all reasonable water price
levels. This inelasticity is driven by the power plant operating margins: a coal power plant
with a typical operating cost of $25/MWh [120] that consumes a typical 700 gal/MWh
[8] and receives an electricity price of $30/MWh, would only curtail output if water prices
exceeded $7.14 per 1000 gallons. This result indicates that with the exception of rare cases
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of high inefficiency or high fuel costs, thermal power plants will have a high willingness to
pay for water during periods of scarcity. Therefore, reallocation policies to protect thermal
power plant water demands during periods of scarcity, such as those implemented in Texas
[4], do not maximize social welfare. Power plant water demands have largely been justified,
alongside municipal water demands, as being essential for the protection of human health and
safety, due to concerns about reliability of the electricity grid. However, the high willingness
to pay suggests that limited risk would be posed to electricity reliability if power plants were
required to pay for scarce water resources in the short term. Instead of reallocation policies,
leases from lower value or more elastic users could be facilitated during periods of scarcity.
In the long run, frequent exposure to excessively high water prices would compromise the
ability of power plants to cover fixed costs; however, water market prices are low relative to
power plant operating margins and the periods of scarcity during which power plants would




The electricty-water nexus has been the subject of increased attention due to increased fre-
quency of concurrent droughts and heat waves, which have highlighted the tension between
water resources and thermal power plants. The overarching goal of the work conducted in
completing this dissertation was to make contributions towards addressing the challenges
associated with thermal power plant water requirements, within the constraints imposed by
existing infrastructure. This near-term perspective was identified as a gap in the literature,
which has hitherto focused on long-term infrastructure choices. Revisiting the three main
research questions put forward in Chapter 1, the following conclusions are drawn from the
research conducted:
1. How can we make optimal decisions under hydrological drought and heat
wave conditions that minimize water impacts while ensuring electricity reliabil-
ity?
The concept of grid-scale operating rules was proposed and developed in this work. These
rules, conditioned on ambient streamflow and air temperature conditions, specify minimal
thermal variances to be granted to thermal power plants that ensure electric grid operation
within acceptable constraints.
The rules are developed by minimizing a thermal variance objective function, subject to
electricity grid N − 1 reliability constraints. The electric grid and power plant thermal vari-
ances are coupled in the optimization using power plant heat balance models and models of
the thermal pollution regulations at each power plant location, which take as input ambi-
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ent streamflow and temperature conditions. The methodology overcomes the challenge that
droughts and heat waves affect multiple power plants simultaneously by taking into con-
sideration the correlation in streamflow and temperature conditions at the different power
plant locations.
The current reactionary practice during droughts and heat waves, of power plants submit-
ting requests for thermal variances to environmental authorities when exceedance of thermal
limits is imminent, grants potentially unnecessary thermal variances that can have significant
impacts on aquatic ecosystems. The proactive methodology presented in this work guaran-
tees that only variances necessary for electric grid reliability are granted. The methodology
further provides a shared language for discussion and planning between power plant oper-
ators, power grid operators, and environmental agencies, thus overcoming institutional and
disciplinary barriers. The development of these operating rules could be integrated into reg-
ular power grid seasonal capacity planning when necessitated by forecasted extreme seasonal
conditions.
2. Are index insurance contracts suitable for hedging thermal power plant cool-
ing water risk?
The results of the analysis discussed in Chapter 4 suggest that temperature insurance,
based on a cumulative average temperature index, can be used to hedge the effects of ele-
vated cooling water temperatures on the thermodynamic power generation cycle for power
plants with once-through cooling systems. Transferability of this result is likely, as it is
dependent on the underlying physics of the power plant, although the degree of risk reduc-
tion will depend on individual power plant characteristics. This finding suggests that power
plants located close to major cities, for which standardized cumulative average temperature
weather derivatives are traded, could use these derivatives rather than entering into bilat-
eral contracts with individual insurers. However, neither the temperature nor the streamflow
insurance contracts, appreciably reduce the curtailment risk due to thermal pollution regu-
lations, which is of lower probability but of significantly larger magnitude. The curtailment
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risk due to thermal pollution regulations is not reliably captured by linear streamflow and
temperature indices.
The power plant with a cooling lake studied in this work could also benefit from tempera-
ture insurance contracts; however, the relationship between the power plant revenue and the
temperature index is characterized by considerable basis risk. Transferability of this finding
to other power plants is not guaranteed due to heterogeneity in characteristics of individual
cooling lakes.
3. Are there economically-efficient substitutes for water consumption for exist-
ing thermal power plants?
Potential substitutes for power plant consumption were identified for two different time-
frames: in the long run, the power plant could reduce water consumption by investing in
efficiency, while in the short run, a power plant could respond to a water-scarcity price signal
by reducing its power output. The results of the analysis discussed in Chapter 5 suggest
that, similar to investments in dry or hybrid cooling technology for new power plants, water
consumption substitutes available to existing power plants in both the short and long runs
are not cost-effective under reasonable water prices. Pricing is, therefore, not an effective
lever for reducing thermal power plant water consumption and water managers could benefit
from focusing efforts on sectors with more elastic demand. However, the inelasticity of ther-
mal power plant water demand suggests that these power plants do not require prioritization
over senior water rights holders during periods of scarcity, and the creation of enabling en-
vironments for water lease transactions might be more economically efficient.
The research contributions discussed in this dissertation bridge different disciplines, lever-
aging knowledge traditionally associated with civil, electrical, and mechanical engineering,
as well as risk management, and microeconomics. This interdisciplinary perspective is re-
quired to address the challenges that exist at the nexus of water and electricity, and is in
consonance with the objectives of the Energy-Water-Environment Sustainability specializa-
82
tion in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering. The research contributions
open avenues for further research through continuous improvement of the methodologies
developed, application of the developed methodologies to case studies, and development of
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MAINTAINING ELECTRIC GRID RELIABILITY UNDER
HYDROLOGIC DROUGHT AND HEAT WAVE CONDITIONS
A.1 Equilibrium Temperature Equations
The thermal exchange coefficient and equilibrium temperature are derived as functions of
meteorological variables and various physical constants [53]:











where ε, λv, ρ are the emissivity, latent heat of vaporization, and density of water respectively,
σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant; ∆ = 273K; Ta is the air temperature; and Td is the dew
point temperature which can be expressed as a function of air temperature and the relative
humidity RH [121]. Hn = Hr(1 − Msf )(1 − Malb) + Hlw, is the net absorbed radiation,
which is the sum of the incoming solar (Hr) and long wave atmospheric (Hlw) radiation,
less the portion of the incoming solar radiation that is obstructed by shading and reflected
by the water surface. The shading factor Msf ranges from 0 to 1, and the albedo of the
water surface Malb is typically between 0.06 and 0.12 [122]. The long wave atmospheric
radiation can be estimated as a function of the air temperature and vapor pressure [71];
the vapor pressure can in turn be calculated from Td. C1 is the psychrometric constant,
which can be calculated at standard atmospheric pressure [123] as 0.06544 kPa K−1. f(u)
is an empirical wind evaporation function. In this work, the generally applicable function
f(u) = (2.73 + 1.93u)A−0.05 × 10−8 ms−1kPa−1 [124] was used, where A(m2) is the area of
the pond. Site-specific empirical wind functions can be used for greater accuracy. Finally, s
is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve at T = (Td+Tavg)/2 [53], where Tavg is the
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A.2 Numerical Weather Forecasts
The optimal rules developed in Chapter 3 are conditioned on 14-day moving average
streamflow and air temperature conditions. The approach therefore implicitly makes use
of a 14-day moving average forecast; the rules applied on any given day are based on the
assumption that the conditions on that day will be the average of the conditions on the
previous 14 days. The decision to use a moving average forecast over numerical weather
forecasts was motivated by four considerations.
Firstly, practical applicability of a decision-making framework requires minimal disruption
to the reliability of the electricity grid. Frequent thermal variance control signals, for example
if thermal variances varied daily, would be disruptive to electric grid operations and reliability
planning processes. For this reason, a decision was made to target a thermal variance control
signal that is relatively unchanging for approximately 14 days, in keeping with the current
duration of thermal variances typically granted to power plants in Illinois [43].
This time step would motivate the use of 14-day streamflow and air temperature forecasts.
However, a second factor that was considered is forecast skill over a 14-day timeframe.
This timeframe falls in between short-term prediction timeframes (approximately 0-10 days)
for which initial atmospheric conditions dominate the atmospheric system response, and
long term seasonal timeframes (≥ 30 days) for which the atmospheric system response is
dominated by slowly-evolving boundary forcings and interactions between the land, ocean,
and atmosphere [126]. This timeframe has been referred to as a “predictability desert” [126]
because the tension between the timescales of these different drivers has historically limited
forecast skill for these mid-range timeframes. As an example, Figure A.1 compares actual
recorded weekly average temperatures and forecasts from the Global Ensemble Forecast
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Figure A.1: The ensemble mean of the Global Ensemble Forecast System (GEFS) weekly
average temperature forecast for a location and period of interest shows a systematic bias.
plant in Illinois, for the summer of 2012. There is clearly a systematic bias in the forecasts
even at only a seven-day lead time. Off-the-shelf forecast products might not be suitable for
the time horizons of interest for this application.
A third consideration is that the incorporation of forecasts would require additional re-
sources for the proposed decision-making framework to be operationalized. Post-processing
of forecasts would be necessary to remove biases such as the bias shown in Figure A.1 [128],
and to generate streamflow forecasts at all power plant locations based on precipitation
forecasts output by numerical weather models. Additionally interpretation of the ensemble
forecast spread would be required. These resource requirements could limit adoption of a
proposed solution.
Finally, even if the aforementioned challenges were overcome, there might be little value
in the incorporation of forecasts into the decision making framework. While the thermal
shock of excess heat discharged into a river can have immediate effects on organisms that are
directly in contact with the heated water, measurable long term effects on the local ecosystem


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure A.2: The 14-day moving average streamflow forecast provides a good approximation
of the 14-day average streamflow at the five power plant locations, particularly under low
flow conditions.
of time. A moving-average forecast will capture the interaction between ambient conditions
and power plant heat discharge if the evolution of ambient conditions is gradual. Figure
A.2 shows that the 14-day moving-average streamflow forecast provides a good estimate
of the 14-day average streamflow at the five power plant locations, particularly under low
flow conditions. Since the optimal rules of Table 3.1 are conditioned on ranges, not on
point values, approximately capturing the true evolution of ambient conditions is adequate.




HEDGING THERMAL POWER PLANT COOLING WATER RISK
WITH INDEX INSURANCE CONTRACTS
B.1 Thermodynamic Power Plant Model
The nuclear power plants in Chapter 4 are modeled as single turbine Rankine cycles,
with no reheaters, operating under saturated steam conditions (Figure B.1). The model
parameters shown in Table B.1 are based on empirically determined parameters taken from
Raptis and Pfister [36]. Specifically, the maximum stream flow rate (kg/s) is calculated
from the regression relationship: 8.01+ 1.48 × Gross Capacity (MW). Minimum steam flow
rates were calculated by assuming that each power plant can cycle between 50% and 100%
of its gross capacity. The pressure at the turbine entry was set for both power plants at
the median value for nuclear power plants in the dataset analyzed by Raptis and Pfister.
The temperature at the turbine entry is taken as the saturated temperature of steam at the
turbine entry pressure. The maximum cooling water flow rates were taken from the NPDES
discharge permits of the two power plants while the minimum cooling water flow rate was
set for both power plants at 30 m3/s. The other parameters in Table B.1 are typical values
used by Raptis and Pfister. To solve the Rankine cycles in the optimizations discussed in the
main text, the thermodynamic steam properties were computed using the open source X-
steam package in MATLAB, which is based on the International Association for Properties
of Water and Steam Industrial Formulation 1997 (IAPWS IF-97).
B.2 Neural Network Cooling Lake Model
A HEC-RAS hydrodynamic and water temperature model of the Clinton cooling lake was
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Figure B.1: Both nuclear power plants studied in this work are modeled as single turbine
rankine cycles. State 2 is assumed to be saturated steam while State 4 is assumed to be
saturated water.
Table B.1: Thermodynamic power plant model parameters
Parameter Once-Through Plant Cooling Lake Plant
Power Plant Gross Capacity 1880 MW 1100 MW
Max Steam Flow Rate 2800 kg/s 1600 kg/s
Min Steam Flow Rate 1400 kg/s 800 kg/s
Max Cooling Water Flow Rate 30 m3/s 30 m3/s
Min Cooling Water Flow Rate 60 m3/s 40 m3/s
Turbine Entry Pressure (p2=p1) 100 bar
Turbine Entry Temperature (T2) 312
◦C
Condensor Pressure Drop (p3-p4) 0.045 bar
Condenser Approach Temperature (T4-Tin) 7
◦C
Isentropic Turbine Efficiency 0.8






















































































































Figure B.2: The neural network closely approximates the HEC-RAS model temperatures
for the validation dataset with mean squared errors 0.08, 0.12 and 0.22 for the North Fork,
Upper Salt Fork, and Lower Salt Fork respectively. The 1 : 1 line is included in each plot
for reference.
ations (Quijano, J. C et al. [73]). The full HEC-RAS model is computationally cumbersome
to embed in the combined simulation-optimization of Figure 4.3, and would impracticably
increase computation time. This challenge was overcome by fitting a neural network surro-
gate model to 122 weekly data points generated from multiple runs of the HEC-RAS model.
The original HEC-RAS model divides the lake into 274 cross sections; for the purpose of
this analysis, temperatures and water elevation levels from these computational cells were
averaged over three reaches. The model was validated with a separate validation data set
generated from the HEC-RAS model; as shown in Figure B.2, the neural network closely
approximates the HEC-RAS model output and is therefore an appropriate surrogate.
B.3 Synthetic Streamflow and Air Temperature Generation
Daily synthetic streamflow sequences were generated for both locations using the Kirsch-
Nowak synthetic streamflow generator [77, 78], which preserves the statistical properties












































Mississippi River at Clinton, Iowa

































































Sangamon River at Fisher, Illinois

















Figure B.3: Historical and synthetic monthly flow duration curves for the two power plant
locations. The synthetic generator preserves the historical distribution while extending the
range of observations.
flow duration curves for the two locations are plotted in Figures B.3. Wilcoxon signed rank
tests failed to reject the null that the synthetic and historical sequences are drawn from
the sample population with p-values of 0.5538 and 0.8923 for the Mississippi and Sangamon
sites respectively. The streamflow generator also preserves monthly and daily historical
autocorrelation for the once-through power plant location as shown in Figure B.4, where the
95% confidence intervals are calculated as ±1.96/
√
N , with N being the sample size. The
daily autocorrelation function is not well preserved for the cooling-lake location as shown
in Figure B.5b; however, since the cooling lake is only affected by prolonged periods of low
streamflow, the preservation of monthly autocorrelation (Figure B.5a) was deemed to be
sufficient.
Synthetic air temperature sequences were generated using the AWE-GEN stochastic weather
generator. Similar to the streamflow generator, the objective is to extend the range of ob-
servations while preserving mean conditions, as can be observed in Figure B.6 and Table
B.2. The weather generator further preserves monthly and daily historical autocorrelation
as shown in Figures B.7 and B.8.
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Figure B.4: Historical and synthetic streamflow autocorrelation functions for the
once-through power plant location.













































Figure B.5: Historical and synthetic streamflow autocorrelation functions for the cooling





















































































































(b) Once-through power plant location
Figure B.6: Historical and synthetic daily average temperatures (◦C) for the two power
plant locations.


















































Figure B.7: Historical and synthetic air temperature autocorrelation functions for the
cooling lake power plant location.
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Table B.2: Historical and Simulated Monthly Average Temperatures (◦C)
June July August
His. Sim. His. Sim. His. Sim.
Mean 21.5 20.9 23.5 23.4 22.0 22.0
Std. Dev. 3.9 4.5 2.8 3.3 2.7 3.2


















































Figure B.8: Historical and synthetic air temperature autocorrelation functions for the
once-through power plant location.
B.4 Latin Hypercube Sampling for Scenario Generation
The simulated streamflow and air temperature scenarios were combined using the latin
hypercube sampling procedure of Minasny and McBratney [79] to realize desired correlations
between seasonal average temperatures and streamflows. As noted in Chapter 4, the ob-
served seasonal correlations were found to not differ significantly from zero. In the analysis
presented in Chapter 4, the seasonal correlation was fixed at zero. However, to test the effect
of negative correlations on the hedging performance, scenarios were generated using assumed
correlations of -0.25 and -0.5, and contracts were designed for the once-through power plant
archetype using these scenarios. The results of these analyses are shown in Figure B.9 and
B.10. Comparing these results with the results in Figures 4.9 and 4.10 in Chapter 4, it is
seen that the negative correlation does not alter the effectiveness of the insurance contracts.































































































































































































































































































(d) Evaluation (Streamflow Contract)
Figure B.9: With a seasonal correlation of -0.25 the optimal temperature and streamflow
contracts display the similar hedging effectiveness to the case studied in the main text with
a seasonal correlation of 0.
negative seasonal correlation therefore does not change the conclusions of Chapter 4.
As noted by Kern and Characklis [80] who used a different technique to preserve seasonal


















































































































































































































(d) Evaluation (Streamflow Contract)
Figure B.10: With a seasonal correlation of -0.5 the optimal temperature and streamflow
contracts display the similar hedging effectiveness to the case studied in the main text with
a seasonal correlation of 0.
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